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(54) APPARATUS AND METHOD IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

(57) Provided are an apparatus and method in a wire-
less communication system. The apparatus may com-
prise: a configuration information generation unit config-
ured to generate configuration information about a user
equipment comprising retransmission time related infor-
mation and used for performing device-to-device com-
munication, wherein the re-transmission time related in-
formation represents information related to retransmis-
sion times of signal transmission with a user equipment
performing device-to-device communication; and a

transmission unit configured to transmit the generated
configuration information to the user equipment perform-
ing device-to-device communication. According to the
embodiments of the present disclosure, a signal in de-
vice-to-device communication can be ensured to be ac-
curately and completely transmitted between various
communication devices participating in the communica-
tion, and thus the transmission performance of informa-
tion is improved,
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to the technical field of wireless communication, and in particular to an apparatus
and a method for implementing frequency hopping in device to device (D2D) communication in a wireless communication
system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Outbreak increasing of user data raises a higher requirement for data transmission rate and transmission
efficiency. As communication load between a user and a base station increases continuously, direct communication
performed between adjacent devices without relay of the base station may not only reduce loads of the base station,
but also facilitate reducing interference on communication of other devices since a short communication distance may
result in a better signal and thus transmission power between the devices may be low. D2D communication technology
is developed based on such a background.
[0003] However, the D2D communication changes the conventional user-base station communication mode, a part
of functions of the base station are transplanted onto a user equipment, and hence designs for a physical layer, a MAC
layer or a high layer protocol are challenges. In an LTE-A standard established by a 3GPP organization, D2D commu-
nication protocols have been discussed widely. Presently, a principal solution is to make no feedbacks for information
transmitted by a counterpart user equipment between user equipments performing D2D communication, i.e., the con-
ventional HARQ feedback mechanism in user-base station communication is not used. In this case, how to ensure each
of the user equipments participating in D2D communication can still efficiently transmit and receive accurate and inte-
grated D2D information has become a hot issue. In the present disclosure, for the above challenge caused due to
introduction of the D2D technology, a transmission scheme suitable for the D2D communication is designed to ensure
information transmission performance of D2D.

SUMMARY

[0004] A brief summary of the disclosure will be given below to provide basic understanding of some aspects of the
disclosure. However, it shall be appreciated that this summary is neither exhaustively descriptive of the disclosure nor
intended to define essential or important components or the scope of the disclosure but is merely for the purpose of
presenting some concepts of the disclosure in a simplified form and hereby acts as a preamble of more detailed de-
scriptions which will be presented later.
[0005] In view of the above issue, an object of the present disclosure is to provide an apparatus and a method for a
wireless communication system, which can achieve accurate and integrated information transmission in D2D commu-
nication. In addition, in the present disclosure, a resource scheduling scheme for D2D communication on a base station
side or a user equipment side is put forward to support efficient information transmission of D2D. Furthermore, the
present disclosure further proposes to use retransmission frequency hopping technology in a D2D communication
process and provides a frequency hopping design scheme, thereby improving communication efficiency and information
transmission performance.
[0006] According to an aspect of the present disclosure, an apparatus in a wireless communication system is provided,
and the apparatus includes: a configuration information generating unit configured to generate configuration information
for a user equipment performing device to device communication, the configuration information comprising retransmission
number relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to
the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device communi-
cation; and a transmitting unit configured to transmit the generated configuration information to the user equipment
performing device to device communication.
[0007] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, an apparatus in a wireless communication system is
further provided, and the apparatus includes: a signal transceiving unit configured to receive configuration information
comprising retransmission number relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indi-
cates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing
device to device communication; and a controlling unit configured to control, according to the received retransmission
number relevant information, the signal transceiving unit to repeatedly transmit a signal to a counterpart user equipment.
[0008] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, an apparatus in a wireless communication system is
further provided, and the apparatus includes: a signal transceiving unit configured to receive configuration information
comprising retransmission number relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indi-
cates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing
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device to device communication; and a controlling unit configured to control, according to the received retransmission
number relevant information, the signal transceiving unit to receive all signals transmitted from a counterpart user
equipment.
[0009] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, a method in a wireless communication system is further
provided, and the method includes: a configuration information generating step of generating configuration information
for a user equipment performing device to device communication, the configuration information comprising retransmission
number relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to
the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device communi-
cation; and a transmitting step of transmitting the generated configuration information to the user equipment performing
device to device communication.
[0010] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, a method in a wireless communication system is further
provided, and the method includes: a signal transceiving step of receiving configuration information comprising retrans-
mission number relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information
relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device
communication; and a controlling step of controlling, according to the received retransmission number relevant informa-
tion, to repeatedly transmit a signal to a counterpart user equipment in the signal transceiving step.
[0011] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, a method in a wireless communication system is further
provided, and the method includes: a signal transceiving step of receiving configuration information comprising retrans-
mission number relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information
relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device
communication; and a controlling step of controlling, according to the received retransmission number relevant informa-
tion, to receive all signals transmitted from a counterpart user equipment in the signal transceiving step.
[0012] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, a storage medium is further provided, and the storage
medium includes machine readable program codes which, when executed on an information processing device, cause
the information processing device to perform a method including: a configuration information generating step of generating
configuration information for a user equipment performing device to device communication, the configuration information
comprising retransmission number relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indi-
cates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing
device to device communication; and a transmitting step of transmitting the generated configuration information to the
user equipment performing device to device communication.
[0013] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, a storage medium is further provided, and the storage
medium includes machine readable program codes which, when executed on an information processing device, cause
the information processing device to perform a method including: a signal transceiving step of receiving configuration
information comprising retransmission number relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant infor-
mation indicates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments
performing device to device communication; and a controlling step of controlling, according to the received retransmission
number relevant information, to repeatedly transmit a signal to a counterpart user equipment in the signal transceiving
step.
[0014] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, a storage medium is further provided, and the storage
medium includes machine readable program codes which, when executed on an information processing device, cause
the information processing device to perform a method including: a signal transceiving step of receiving configuration
information comprising retransmission number relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant infor-
mation indicates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments
performing device to device communication; and a controlling step of controlling, according to the received retransmission
number relevant information, to receive all signals transmitted from a counterpart user equipment in the signal transceiving
step.
[0015] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, a program product is further provided, and the program
product includes machine executable instructions which, when executed on an information processing device, cause
the information processing device to perform a method including: a configuration information generating step of generating
configuration information for a user equipment performing device to device communication, the configuration information
comprising retransmission number relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indi-
cates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing
device to device communication; and a transmitting step of transmitting the generated configuration information to the
user equipment performing device to device communication.
[0016] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, a program product is further provided, and the program
product includes machine executable instructions which, when executed on an information processing device, cause
the information processing device to perform a method including: a signal transceiving step of receiving configuration
information comprising retransmission number relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant infor-
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mation indicates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments
performing device to device communication; and a controlling step of controlling, according to the received retransmission
number relevant information, to repeatedly transmit a signal to a counterpart user equipment in the signal transceiving
step.
[0017] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, a program product is further provided, and the program
product includes machine executable instructions which, when executed on an information processing device, cause
the information processing device to perform a method including: a signal transceiving step of receiving configuration
information comprising retransmission number relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant infor-
mation indicates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments
performing device to device communication; and a controlling step of controlling, according to the received retransmission
number relevant information, to receive all signals transmitted from a counterpart user equipment in the signal transceiving
step.
[0018] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, an electronic device is further provided. The electronic
device is located in a wireless communication system and includes a circuit configured to perform a method including:
a configuration information generating step of generating configuration information for a user equipment performing
device to device communication, the configuration information comprising retransmission number relevant information,
wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number of retransmissions
of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device communication; and a transmitting step
of transmitting the generated configuration information to the user equipment performing device to device communication.
[0019] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, an electronic device is further provided. The electronic
device is located in a wireless communication system and includes a circuit configured to perform a method including:
a signal transceiving step of receiving configuration information comprising retransmission number relevant information,
wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number of retransmissions
of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device communication; and a controlling step of
controlling, according to the received retransmission number relevant information, to repeatedly transmit a signal to a
counterpart user equipment in the signal transceiving step.
[0020] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, an electronic device is further provided. The electronic
device is located in a wireless communication system and includes a circuit configured to perform a method including:
a signal transceiving step of receiving configuration information comprising retransmission number relevant information,
wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number of retransmissions
of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device communication; and a controlling step of
controlling, according to the received retransmission number relevant information, to receive all signals transmitted from
a counterpart user equipment in the signal transceiving step.
[0021] Other aspects of the embodiments of the disclosure will be presented in the following detailed description
serving to fully disclose preferred embodiments of the disclosure but not to limit the disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] The disclosure can be better understood with reference to the detailed description given below in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings, throughout which identical or like reference signs denote identical or like components.
The accompanying drawings together with the following detailed description are incorporated into and form a part of the
specification and serve to further illustrate the preferred embodiments of the disclosure and to explain the principle and
advantages of the disclosure by way of example. In the drawings:

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus in a wireless commu-
nication system according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating distribution of data signal transmission resources in a communication
mode of model according to a first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 3 is another schematic diagram illustrating distribution of data signal transmission resources in the commu-
nication mode of model according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a base station
side/cluster head side in the communication mode of model according to the first embodiment of the present dis-
closure;

Figure 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a transmitting user
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equipment side in the communication mode of mode1 according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 6 is a block diagram illustrating another example of function configuration of the apparatus on the transmitting
user equipment side in the communication mode of mode1 according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 7 is a block diagram illustrating another example of function configuration of the apparatus on the transmitting
user equipment side in the communication mode of mode1 according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 8 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a receiving user
equipment side in the communication mode of mode1 according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 9 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a base station
side/cluster head side in a communication mode of mode2 according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 10 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a transmitting user
equipment side in the communication mode of mode2 according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 11 is a block diagram illustrating another example of function configuration of the apparatus on the transmitting
user equipment side in the communication mode of mode2 according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 12 is a block diagram illustrating another example of function configuration of the apparatus on the transmitting
user equipment side in the communication mode of mode2 according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 13 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a receiving user
equipment side in the communication mode of mode2 according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 14 is a schematic diagram illustrating distribution of time-frequency resources for a discovery signal in a
Type1 discovery mechanism according to a third embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 15 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a base station
side/cluster head side in the Type1 discovery mechanism according to the third embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 16 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a transmitting user
equipment side in the Type1 discovery mechanism according to the third embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 17 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a receiving user
equipment side in the Type1 discovery mechanism according to the third embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 18 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a base station
side/cluster head side in a Type2B discovery mechanism according to the third embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 19 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary process of a method in a wireless communication system according
to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 20 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary process of a method in a wireless communication system according
to another embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 21 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary process of a method in a wireless communication system according
to another embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 22 is a block diagram of an exemplary structure of a personal computer as an available information processing
device according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figure 23 is a block diagram illustrating a first example of schematic configuration of an evolved node B (eNB) to
which the technology of the present disclosure may be applied;

Figure 24 is a block diagram illustrating a second example of schematic configuration of the eNB to which the
technology of the present disclosure may be applied;
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Figure 25 is a block diagram illustrating an example of schematic configuration of a smartphone to which the
technology of the present disclosure may be applied; and

Figure 26 is a block diagram illustrating an example of schematic configuration of a car navigation apparatus to
which the technology of the present disclosure may be applied.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0023] Exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure will be described below in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings. For the sake of clarity and conciseness, not all the features of practical implementations are described in the
specification. However, it is to be appreciated that numerous implementation-specific decisions shall be made during
developing any of such practical implementations so as to achieve the developer’s specific goals, for example, to comply
with system- and business-related constraining conditions which will vary from one implementation to another. Moreover,
it shall also be appreciated that such a development effort might be very complex and time-consuming but may simply
be a routine task for those skilled in the art benefiting from this disclosure.
[0024] It shall further be noted that only those device structures and/or process steps closely relevant to the solutions
of the disclosure are illustrated in the drawings while other details less relevant to the disclosure are omitted so as not
to obscure the disclosure due to those unnecessary details.
[0025] According to progress of standardization of LTE-A, presently it is defined that a D2D discovery mechanism
may include Type1, Type2A and Type2B, and a D2D communication mechanism may include Mode1 and Mode2.
Different D2D mechanisms relate to different resource allocation manners, thereby influencing signaling design in the
D2D communication and resource scheduling and parameter configuration in specific transmission.
[0026] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present disclosure will be described for each type of D2D communication/
discovery mechanism in the following order.

1. First embodiment (scheme design for data signal transmission in a single-cell scene in D2D communication)

1-1. scheme design in communication mode of model

1-1-1. examples of configurations on a base station side/cluster head side in the communication mode of
mode1

1-1-2. examples of configurations on a transmitting user equipment side in the communication mode of
mode1

1-1-3. examples of configurations on a receiving user equipment side in the communication mode of mode1

1-2. scheme design in communication mode of mode2

1-2-1. examples of configurations on a base station side/cluster head side in the communication mode of
mode2

1-2-2. examples of configurations on a transmitting user equipment side in the communication mode of
mode2

1-2-3. examples of configurations on a receiving user equipment side in the communication mode of mode2

2. Second embodiment (scheme design for data signal transmission in a multi-cell scene in D2D communication)

2-1. scheme design in a communication mode of mode1

2-2. scheme design in a communication mode of mode2

3. Third embodiment (scheme design for discovery signal transmission in a single-cell scene in D2D communication)

3-1. scheme design in a Type1 discovery mechanism

3-1-1. examples of configurations on a base station side/cluster head side in the Type 1 discovery mechanism
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3-1-2. examples of configurations on a transmitting user equipment side in the Type 1 discovery mechanism

3-1-3. examples of configurations on a receiving user equipment side in the Typel discovery mechanism

3-2. scheme design in a Type2 (including Type2A and Type2B) discovery mechanism

3-2-1. examples of configurations on a base station side/cluster head side in the Type2B discovery mech-
anism

3-2-2. examples of configurations on a user equipment side in the Type2B discovery mechanism

4. Fourth embodiment (scheduling assignment information transmission in D2D communication)

5. Application examples

5-1. application examples for a base station

5-2. application examples for a user equipment

[0027] Firstly, a block diagram of an example of function configuration of an apparatus in a wireless communication
system according to an embodiment of the present disclosure is described by referring to Figure 1. Figure 1 is a block
diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus in a wireless communication system according
to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0028] As shown in Figure 1, an apparatus 100 may include a configuration information generating unit 102 and a
transmitting unit 104.
[0029] The configuration information generating unit 102 may be configured to generate configuration information for
a user equipment performing D2D communication including retransmission number relevant information, and the re-
transmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal
transmission between user equipments performing D2D communication.
[0030] As described above, an HARQ feedback mechanism is absent in D2D communication. In the present disclosure,
it is designed to adopt a certain amount of retransmissions in D2D communication to ensure reception accuracy of signal
transmissions. In an example, the number of retransmissions is set based on the reception accuracy for a D2D signal
and a resource utilization rate. In a scene of a low signal reception accuracy (which may be caused due to great network
interference or high mobility of a terminal and so on), the number of retransmissions is set as a great value. Specifically,
the signal reception accuracy may be determined by collecting measurement reports for a channel quality from a user
equipment in a network, for example. In a scene where resources are in short supply (for example the number of user
equipments performing D2D communication is great/ the user equipments are distributed in a centralized manner), the
number of retransmissions may be set as a small value to reduce resources used in transmitting the same signal.
[0031] The transmitting unit 104 may be configured to transmit the generated configuration information to the user
equipment performing device to device communication.
[0032] It should be noted that, the configuration information generating unit 102 here may be arranged on a base
station side, a D2D cluster head side for example in D2D communication, or a user equipment side transmitting a D2D
signal. In a case that the configuration information generating unit 102 is arranged on the user equipment side, each of
the user equipments may set the retransmission number relevant information according to a current communication
condition, and the transmitting unit 104 comprises the configuration information including the retransmission number
relevant information in scheduling assignment (SA) information to notify a counterpart user equipment performing D2D
communication with the apparatus 100 of the retransmission number relevant information. In this case, respective user
equipments may set different numbers of retransmissions.
[0033] Hereinafter specific scheme design adapting to the above various scenes in D2D communication is described
in detail for a case that the configuration information generating unit 102 is arranged on the base station side or the
cluster head side. It should be understood that in this case, the numbers of retransmissions for respective user equipments
are the same.

<1. First embodiment>

[1-1. scheme design in a communication mode of mode1]

[0034] Hereinafter scheme design for data signal transmission in the communication mode of model in a single-cell
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scene in D2D communication according to a first embodiment of the present disclosure will be described by referring to
Figure 2 to Figure 8. In the communication mode of model in D2D communication, communication resources are allocated
in a centralized manner for example by a centralized apparatus (for example a base station, a baseband cloud or a
cluster head).
[0035] As described above, in the present disclosure, it is designed that a certain amount of retransmissions are
adopted in D2D communication to improve reception accuracy. Based on this, the inventor of the present disclosure
further sets forth that a transmission resource for example frequency resource different from that for last transmission
is adopted during each retransmission to sufficiently utilize frequency diversity gains, thereby further improving the
reception accuracy for information in D2D communication as a whole. In the present disclosure, a resource mapping
mechanism in which a transmission resource different from that for last transmission is adopted during each retrans-
mission mentioned above is simply referred to as frequency hopping sometimes.
[0036] It should be noted that in the prior art, the base station performs resource scheduling successively for uplink
transmission requests of user equipments, and each time the base station allocates the uplink resources to the user
equipment, it indicates the user equipment of available uplink resources for current transmission in a form of virtual
resource block (VRB). The user equipment determines an available physical resource block (PRB) according to the
VRB, that is, maps the VRB to the PRB, and then utilizes the PRB to perform actual uplink transmission. Particularly,
based on an indication for example a frequency hopping flag of the base station, the PRBs may directly correspond to
the VRBs one by one, or the VRBs are interlaced firstly and then mapped onto PRBs having discontinuous resources
according to a certain rule. For the latter case, it is also considered that the frequency hopping technology is applied to
the mapping process from VRBs to the PRBs, and specific ways thereof may be referred to descriptions in the 3GPP
LTE-A standard, and no repetitions will be made herein. Hence, in some examples of the present disclosure, there are
two times of frequency hopping: conventional frequency hopping from the VRBs obtained from the centralized device
allocating resources to the PRBs (for the transmission resources at a same time), and frequency hopping from a last
transmission resource to a next transmission resource (which may be frequency hopping from the PRBs to the PRBs).
The frequency hopping scheme design disclosed in the following are mainly directed to mapping from a last transmission
resource to a next transmission resource, for example mapping from a first transmission resource to a first retransmission
resource, and mapping from the first retransmission resource to a second retransmission resource and so on.
[0037] Preferred examples of frequency hopping scheme design in a case of model are provided hereinafter. However,
it should be understood that the preferred examples are only illustrative and are not intended to be restrictive, and other
schemes may be conceived by those skilled in the art according to the principles of the frequency hopping scheme
design of the present disclosure.
[0038] Scheme 1: it is required that resources for data signal transmission in D2D communication are distributed at
edges of the whole uplink bandwidth resources and close to a physical uplink control channel (PUCCH), and a frequency
span between adjacent transmission resources is great as much as possible.
[0039] Figure 2 illustrates a schematic diagram of distribution of data signal transmission resources according to the
scheme 1. As shown in Figure 2, frequency resources for D2D communication are close to the PUCCH and adjacent
transmission resources are distributed according to a principle of up-down frequency hopping, such that a frequency
span between transmission resources for two adjacent transmissions is maximized. In the present disclosure, it is
designed that frequency resources for D2D communication are close to the PUCCH as much as possible, such that
continuous PUSCH resources are reserved to facilitate allocating resources to a conventional user equipment commu-
nicating with the base station, in addition to maximizing the frequency span. In addition, in the example shown in Figure
2, a gap X between the frequency resources for D2D communication and the PUCCH is a protection gap arranged to
prevent interference on the PUCCH. The gap may be for example set as 1 in a unified manner, or the gap may be set
according a distance to the base station or the cluster head. For example, if the base station or the cluster head is
nearby, the gap may be set as a greater value; otherwise, the gap may be set as a less value or zero.
[0040] Hereinafter an example of an algorithm for determining data transmission resources in the scheme 1 is described.
It is assumed that an index of the frequency resource occupied by first transmitted data is f, and the index corresponds
to a serial number of a resource block (RB). Firstly, the index is mapped into a D2D data area close to the PUCCH in
the uplink transmission bandwidth, and is indicated by f(0). 
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[0041] nRBPUCCH indicates the number of resource blocks occupied by the PUCCH,  indicates the number of

resource blocks of a whole uplink resource,  indicates the number of resource blocks of all uplink resources

for D2D data communication, a Ì indicates an rounding operation, and x indicates a protection gap which may be an
empiric value or a predetermined value.
[0042] Indexes of frequency resources of subsequent retransmission resources are indicated by f(k), k={1, 2, ..., K-
1}, and K indicates the number of retransmissions. 

[0043] Scheme 2: it is required that a frequency span between adjacent transmission resources is great as much as
possible, and all the transmission resources are distributed as randomly as possible, so as to ensure flexibility in con-
figuration of the frequency hopping.
[0044] Figure 3 illustrates a schematic diagram of distribution of data signal transmission resources according to a
scheme 2. As shown in Figure 3, a frequency gap between transmission resources for two adjacent transmissions is
set as an integral multiple of the number of subbands, and all the transmission resources are distributed randomly.
[0045] Hereinafter an example of an algorithm for determining data transmission resources in the scheme 2 is described.
It is assumed that an index of a frequency resource occupied by first transmitted data is f. Firstly the index f may be
mapped to a corresponding uplink transmission resource according to the existing frequency hopping mapping rule of
the physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH), and is indicated by f(0). Indexes of frequency resources of subsequent
retransmission resources are indicated by f(k), k={1, 2, ..., K}, where K indicates the number of retransmissions. 

where  indicates the number of resource blocks of the PUSCH, and f(SA) indicates a frequency hopping

parameter specified in scheduling assignment, which may be 1 or 2. A bandwidth spanned during each transmission
may be specified as needed.
[0046] It can be seen from the above description that, for D2D communication, the frequency hopping scheme design
according to the embodiment of the present disclosure includes two times of frequency hopping, i.e., first transmission
frequency hopping and retransmission frequency hopping. In the examples of the algorithms described above, the first
transmission frequency hopping refers to a mapping from the frequency index f of the first transmission resource to the
actual first transmission resource f(0), and the retransmission frequency hopping refers to a mapping from the (k-1)-th
transmission resource f(k-1) to the k-th transmission resource f(k). It should be understood that, in an actual application,
only the first transmission frequency hopping may be applied as needed. In this case, positions of the retransmission
resources and the first transmission resource are the same, without considering utilizing frequency diversity gains of
multi-transmission.

[1-1-1. examples of configuration on a base station side/cluster head side in the communication mode of model 1]

[0047] Next, an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a base station side/cluster head side in the
communication mode of model is described in detail by referring to Figure 4. Figure 4 is a block diagram illustrating an
example of function configuration of an apparatus on a base station side/cluster head side in the communication mode
of model according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0048] As shown in Figure 4, an apparatus 400 may include a configuration information generating unit 402, a system
information generating unit 404, a resource scheduler 406, a resource allocation information generating unit 408 and a
transmitting unit 410. Here the examples of the function configurations of the configuration information generating unit
402 and the transmitting unit 410 are the same as those of the configuration information generating unit 102 and the
transmitting unit 104 described above in conjunction with Figure 1, and will not be repeated here. Next, only examples
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of function configurations of the system information generating unit 404, the resource scheduler 406 and the resource
allocation information generating unit 408 are described in detail.
[0049] The system information generating unit 404 is configured to include configuration information generated by the
configuration information generating unit 402 in a system information block (SIB).
[0050] The transmitting unit 410 may be configured to transmit the system information block to user equipments
performing D2D communication. It should be understood that, in a case of generating the retransmission number relevant
information on the base station side/cluster head side, the retransmission number relevant information for respective
user equipments is generally the same, hence the transmitting unit may preferably transmit the system information block
in a broadcast manner for example via a broadcast control channel (BCCH) to reduce an amount of information trans-
mission. However, the retransmission number relevant information may also be transmitted through dedicated signaling
for example, such that it is possible to configure different numbers of retransmissions for respective user equipments.
[0051] The resource scheduler 406 may be configured to allocate transmission resources for signal transmission
between the user equipments performing D2D communication. Here the resource scheduler may correspond to a sched-
uler for scheduling uplink shared channel resources in a MAC layer for example. As described above, the resource
scheduler 406 may be preferably configured to allocate resources frequencies of which are close to the PUCCH to the
user equipments performing D2D communication. In addition, the resource scheduler 406 may determine a closeness
degree of the transmission resources for D2D communication to the PUCCH according to a distance from the user
equipment to the base station or the cluster head, for example.
[0052] The resource allocation information generating unit 408 may be configured to generate downlink control infor-
mation (DCI) or random access response information including indication information of the transmission resources.
The transmitting unit 410 may transmit the DCI or the random access response information to the transmitting user
equipment in D2D communication via the PDCCH, to indicate the transmission resources for performing D2D commu-
nication. Here the indication information of the transmission resources corresponds to uplink grant (UL-grant) information
carried by DCI format 0 for example, and a special radio network temporary identity (RNTI) is used to indicate that the
UL-grant is used for D2D communication and is different from UL-grant for cellular communication. In addition, the
random access response information may be transmitted via the PDCCH using the DCI format 1C.
[0053] The transmission resources include at least first transmission resource for first signal transmission of the user
equipments performing D2D communication. Preferably, the transmission resources may further include retransmission
resources for signal retransmission in D2D communication, and in this case the retransmission resources are determined
by the base station or the cluster head, such that the first transmission resource and the retransmission resources are
indicated to the user equipments explicitly. Specifically, the base station or the cluster head may determine positions of
the retransmission resources according to a position of the first transmission resource. In a case of applying the frequency
hopping technology to the signal retransmission, the retransmission resources may be determined using the above
frequency hopping schemes for example.
[0054] Alternatively, there may exist the following case in which the base station side only allocates the first transmission
resource, and the subsequent retransmission resources may be determined on the user equipment side according to a
predetermined frequency hopping scheme. In this case, preferably, the configuration information generating unit 402
may be further configured to include a retransmission frequency hopping indication flag indicating whether to apply the
frequency hopping technology to signal retransmission in D2D communication in the configure information, so as to be
transmitted to the user equipment via the transmitting unit 410, and the user equipment may determine the subsequent
retransmission resources using the predetermined frequency hopping scheme according to the received retransmission
frequency hopping indication flag and the first transmission resource. Preferably, the retransmission frequency hopping
indication flag may be included in the system information block and is broadcast to all the user equipments performing
D2D communication via the transmitting unit 410, and each of the user equipments may determine positions of corre-
sponding resources for signal transmission and reception.
[0055] Further, alternatively, the resource scheduler 406 may be configured to determine whether to apply the frequency
hopping technology to signal retransmission so as to allocate transmission resources for D2D communication (including
the first transmission resource and the retransmission resources). In this case, the transmitting unit 410 may include the
indication information of the transmission resources including the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag in
the DCI or the random access response information to be transmitted to the transmitting user equipment in D2D com-
munication. In the example, the transmitting unit 410 may include both the retransmission frequency hopping indication
flag and the first transmission frequency hopping indication flag in the DCI or the random access response information
to be transmitted to the transmitting user equipment in D2D communication.
[0056] In addition, alternatively, the base station side may be responsible for only allocation of the first transmission
resource without considering the subsequent retransmission, i.e., it is determined by the user equipment itself whether
to apply the frequency hopping technology to retransmission and how to allocate the retransmission resources.
[0057] It should be understood that, in a case that the frequency hopping technology is determined to be applied to
the retransmission, frequencies of each of the retransmission resources and a last transmission resource are at least
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different. For example, a frequency span between each of the retransmission resources and the last transmission
resources meets a predetermined condition, for example the frequency span is maximized or is an integral multiple of
the number of subbands. Specifically, the retransmission resources may be determined according to the frequency
hopping schemes described by referring to Figure 2 or Figure 3 for example. In addition, in some embodiments of the
present disclosure, in a case that it is not indicated whether to apply the retransmission frequency hopping technology,
retransmission frequency hopping is performed by default.

[1-1-2. examples of configurations on a transmitting user equipment side in the communication mode of mode1]

[0058] Next, examples of function configurations of an apparatus on a transmitting user equipment side in the com-
munication mode of model are described in detail by referring to Figure 5 to Figure 7.
[0059] Figure 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a transmitting
user equipment side in the communication mode of model according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0060] As shown in Figure 5, an apparatus 500 may include a retransmission number information receiving unit 502,
a first transmission resource receiving unit 504, a retransmission resource receiving unit 506, a scheduling assignment
information transmitting unit 508 and a data signal transmitting unit 510.
[0061] The retransmission number information receiving unit 502 may be configured to receive retransmission number
information indicating the number of retransmissions between user equipments performing D2D communication.
[0062] The first transmission resource receiving unit 504 may be configured to receive a first transmission resource
indication indicating first transmission resource for first transmission of a data signal in D2D communication.
[0063] The retransmission resource receiving unit 506 may be configured to receive a retransmission resource indi-
cation indicating retransmission resources for retransmission of the data signal in D2D communication.
[0064] The scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 508 may be configured to include the first transmission
resource indication and the retransmission resource indication in scheduling assignment information to be transmitted
to a counterpart user equipment.
[0065] The data signal transmitting unit 510 is configured to repeatedly transmit the data signal to the counterpart user
equipment according to the received retransmission number information, using transmission resources indicated by the
first transmission resource indication and the retransmission resource indication.
[0066] It should be noted that, in some examples of the present disclosure, the constituent units of the apparatus are
divided according to certain logical functions. However, it should be understood that, functions of multiple units may be
implemented by one module, and functions of one unit may be implemented by multiple modules in cooperation. For
example, each of the retransmission number information receiving unit 502, the first transmission resource receiving
unit 504, the retransmission resource receiving unit 506 and the data signal transmitting unit 510 may be implemented
by a signal transceiving unit for example, and the scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 508 may be
implemented by a control unit and a signal transceiving unit for example. The signal transceiving unit and the control
unit may be specifically implemented by elements such as a radio communication interface and a processor and so on
in a terminal product.
[0067] It can be seen that in the example shown in Figure 5, the transmitting user equipment directly receives from
the base station side/cluster head side explicit indications of the first transmission resource and the retransmission
resources, without deducing corresponding first transmission resource and retransmission resources using the prede-
termined frequency hopping algorithm.
[0068] Figure 6 is a block diagram illustrating another example of function configuration of the apparatus on the
transmitting user equipment side in the communication mode of model according to the first embodiment of the present
disclosure.
[0069] As shown in Figure 6, an apparatus 600 may include a retransmission number information receiving unit 602,
a first transmission resource receiving unit 604, a retransmission frequency hopping indication flag receiving unit 606,
a retransmission resource determining unit 608, a scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 610 and a data
signal transmitting unit 612. Examples of the function configurations of the retransmission number information receiving
unit 602, the first transmission resource receiving unit 604 and the data signal transmitting unit 612 are the same as
those of the retransmission number information receiving unit 502, the first transmission resource receiving unit 504 and
the data signal transmitting unit 510 shown in Figure 5, and are not repeated here. Hereinafter only examples of the
function configurations of the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag receiving unit 606, the retransmission
resource determining unit 608 and the scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 610 are described in detail.
[0070] The retransmission frequency hopping indication flag receiving unit 606 may be configured to receive a re-
transmission frequency hopping indication flag indicating whether to apply frequency hopping technology to data signal
retransmission in D2D communication.
[0071] The retransmission resource determining unit 608 may be configured to determine a retransmission resource
indication indicating retransmission resources for data signal retransmission in D2D communication based on the first
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transmission resource indication and the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag. Preferably, the retransmission
resource determining unit 608 may determine the retransmission resources based on the first transmission resource
indication, the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag and a predetermine hopping function. The predetermined
hopping function may include a frequency hopping parameter for determining a bandwidth spanned between each of
the retransmission resources and a last transmission resource. The frequency hopping parameter is determined by the
apparatus 600 for example.
[0072] The scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 610 is configured to include at least the first transmis-
sion resource indication in the scheduling assignment information to be transmitted to a counterpart user equipment,
such that the counterpart user equipment may determine the first transmission resource and the retransmission resources.
Preferably, the scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 610 may further include the frequency hopping
parameter in the scheduling assignment information for the counterpart user equipment to determine the retransmission
resources. Alternatively, the scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 610 may be further configured to ex-
plicitly include a retransmission resource indication indicating the retransmission resources in the scheduling assignment
information to be transmitted to the counterpart user equipment.
[0073] It should be noted that, as described above, each of the retransmission number information receiving unit 602,
the first transmission resource receiving unit 604, the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag receiving unit
606 and the data signal transmitting unit 612 herein may be implemented by a signal transceiving unit for example, the
scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 610 may be implemented by a control unit and a signal transceiving
unit for example, and the retransmission resource determining unit 608 may be implemented by a control unit for example.
The signal transceiving unit and the control unit may be specifically implemented by elements such as a radio commu-
nication interface and a processor and so on in a terminal product.
[0074] It can be seen that, in the example shown in Figure 6, the transmitting user equipment determines the retrans-
mission resources for data signal retransmission according to the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag from
the base station side/cluster head side, the first transmission resource indication and the predetermined frequency
hopping scheme, rather than directly receiving the allocated retransmission resources from the base station/cluster head
as in the example shown in Figure 5. In this case, a receiving user equipment may determine the retransmission resources
according to the predetermined hopping function by itself, or may directly receive the retransmission resources from the
transmitting user equipment.
[0075] Figure 7 is a block diagram illustrating another example of function configuration of the apparatus on the
transmitting user equipment side in the communication mode of model according to the first embodiment of the present
disclosure.
[0076] As shown in Figure 7, an apparatus 700 may include a retransmission number information receiving unit 702,
a first transmission resource receiving unit 704, a retransmission frequency hopping determining unit 706, a retransmis-
sion resource determining unit 708, a scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 710 and a data signal trans-
mitting unit 712. Examples of function configurations of the retransmission number information receiving unit 702, the
first transmission resource receiving unit 704 and the data signal transmitting unit 712 are the same as those of the
retransmission number information receiving unit 602, the first transmission resource receiving unit 604 and the data
signal transmitting unit 612 showed in Figure 6, and are not repeated here. Hereinafter only examples of the function
configurations of the retransmission frequency hopping determining unit 706, the retransmission resource determining
unit 708 and the scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 710 are described in detail.
[0077] The retransmission frequency hopping determining unit 706 may be configured to determine whether to apply
the frequency hopping technology to data signal retransmission in D2D communication.
[0078] The retransmission resource determining unit 708 may be configured to determine the retransmission resources
based on the first transmission resource indication and a determination result of the retransmission frequency hopping
determining unit 706.
[0079] In addition, preferably, the retransmission frequency hopping determining unit 706 may be further configured
to generate a retransmission frequency hopping indication flag indicating whether to apply the frequency hopping tech-
nology to data signal retransmission in D2D communication. In this case, the retransmission resource determining unit
708 may be configured to determine the retransmission resources based on the first transmission resource indication
and a retransmission frequency hopping determination of the retransmission frequency hopping determining unit 706.
[0080] The scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 710 may be configured to include at least the first
transmission resource indication and the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag in the scheduling assignment
information to be transmitted to a counterpart user equipment for the counterpart user equipment to determine the first
transmission resource and the retransmission resources. In addition, preferably, the scheduling assignment information
transmitting unit 710 may also include a retransmission resource indication indicating the retransmission resources in
the scheduling assignment information to be transmitted to the counterpart user equipment, and in this case, it is not
necessary to transmit the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag.
[0081] It should be noted that as described above, each of the retransmission number information receiving unit 702,
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the first transmission resource receiving unit 704 and the data signal transmitting unit 712 herein may be implemented
by a signal transceiving unit for example, the scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 710 may be implemented
by a control unit and a signal transceiving unit for example, and the retransmission frequency hopping determining unit
706 and the retransmission resource determining unit 708 may be implemented by a control unit for example. The signal
transceiving unit and the control unit may be specifically implemented by elements such as a radio communication
interface and a processor and so on in a terminal product.
[0082] It can be seen that in the example shown in Figure 7, the base station side/cluster head side is responsible
only for indicating the first transmission resource regardless of subsequent retransmissions, and the transmitting user
equipment itself may determine whether to apply the frequency hopping technology to retransmission and calculates
the subsequent retransmission resources.
[0083] It should be understood that in a case that the frequency hopping technology is determined to be applied to
the data signal retransmission, frequencies of each of the retransmission resources and a last transmission resource
are at least different.
[0084] In addition, it should be further understood that in a case that the frequency hopping is applied to the retrans-
mission by default, units regarding retransmission frequency hopping, for example, the retransmission frequency hopping
indication flag receiving unit and the retransmission frequency hopping determining unit, may not be provided.
[0085] Here, it should be noted that the received first transmission resource indication may be a frequency resource
index mapped into an area for D2D communication in the uplink transmission bandwidth, or may also be a frequency
resource index before the mapping. In this case, a corresponding first transmission resource mapping unit needs to be
provided on the transmitting user equipment side, which is configured to map the first transmission resource indication
into a corresponding area for D2D communication in the uplink transmission bandwidth.
[0086] In addition, the apparatuses 500, 600 and 700 described above may further include an encoding unit configured
to encode information to be transmitted, and then the data signal transmitting unit transmits the encoded information to
the receiving user equipment apparatus. Specific encoding modes may be the same as the conventional PUSCH data
encoding mode, and are not described in detail here.

<1-1-3. examples of configuration on a receiving user equipment side in the communication mode of mode1>

[0087] Next, an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a receiving user equipment side in the commu-
nication mode of model according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure is described by referring to Figure
8. Figure 8 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a receiving user
equipment side in the communication mode of model according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0088] As shown in Figure 8, an apparatus 800 may include a retransmission number information receiving unit 802,
a scheduling assignment information receiving unit 804, a transmission resource determining unit 806, a data signal
receiving unit 808 and a data signal decoding unit 810.
[0089] The retransmission number information receiving unit 802 may be configured to receive retransmission number
information indicating the number of retransmissions between user equipments performing D2D communication.
[0090] The scheduling assignment information receiving unit 804 may be configured to receive scheduling assignment
information from a counterpart user equipment. The scheduling assignment information includes at least a first trans-
mission resource indication indicating first transmission resource for first transmission of a data signal in D2D commu-
nication. In addition, preferably, the scheduling assignment information may further include a retransmission resource
indication indicating retransmission resources for data signal retransmission in D2D communication, a frequency hopping
indication flag indicating whether to apply the frequency hopping technology to retransmission and/or a frequency hopping
parameter in a predetermined hopping function.
[0091] The transmission resource determining unit 806 may be configured to determine the first transmission resource
and the retransmission resources based on at least the received scheduling assignment information. In addition, the
transmission resource determining unit 806 may further determine the retransmission resources based on the prede-
termined hopping function.
[0092] The data signal receiving unit 808 may be configured to receive all data signals from the counterpart user
equipment according to the received retransmission number information, the determined first transmission resource and
retransmission resources.
[0093] The data signal decoding unit 810 may be configured to jointly decode all the received data signals to acquire
data from the counterpart user equipment. It should be understood that as described above, each of the retransmission
number information receiving unit 802, the scheduling assignment information receiving unit 804 and the data signal
receiving unit 808 herein may be implemented by a signal transceiving unit for example, and the transmission resource
determining unit 806 and the data signal decoding unit 810 may be implemented by a control unit for example. The
signal transceiving unit and the control unit may be specifically implemented by elements such as a radio communication
interface and a processor and so on in a terminal product.
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[1-2. scheme design in a communication mode of mode2]

[0094] Hereinafter scheme design of data signal transmission in the communication mode of mode2 in a single-cell
scene in D2D communication according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure is described by referring to
Figure 9 to Figure 13.
[0095] In the communication mode of mode2 in D2D communication, a user equipment independently selects resources
for communication from a resource pool. Design examples of the frequency hopping scheme in this case are described
in the following. However, it should be understood that these examples are only illustrative and are not intended to be
restrictive, and those skilled in the art can conceive of other schemes according to the design principle of the frequency
hopping scheme.
[0096] In this scheme, first transmission resource for first transmission of a data signal may be randomly selected
from a data transmission resource pool for data transmission in D2D communication, and corresponds to an index of a
certain resource block in the data transmission resource pool. Subsequent K retransmissions may occupy K continuous
resource blocks within the resource pool, and whereby a receiving user equipment does not need to listen to the whole
frequency band, thereby improving listening efficiency of the user equipment. In addition, a resource block occupied by
each retransmission is at least different from (preferably, not adjacent to) a resource block occupied by a last retrans-
mission, thereby obtaining a certain degree of frequency diversity gain. Specific resource block occupied by each re-
transmission may be determined by at least one of the following methods for example.

Method 1: an n*m (n≥2) matrix is formed by K numbers, and the matrix is filled with the K numbers in rows. Then,
numbers read from the matrix in columns correspond to index numbers of resource blocks occupied by respective
retransmissions respectively. In this case, resource blocks occupied by each retransmission and a last transmission
are not continuous.

Method 2: an index number of a resource block occupied by k-th retransmission is represented as I(k)=(a*k+b) mod
K, where k =1, 2, ..., K.

Method 3: a number is randomly selected from 1 to K sequentially as an index number of a resource block occupied
by k-th retransmission.

[0097] It should be understood that the above frequency hopping scheme design is only exemplary and is not intended
to be restrictive, and those skilled in the art may conceive of other schemes according to corresponding design principles.

[1-2-1. examples of configurations on a base station side/cluster head side in the communication mode of mode2]

[0098] Hereinafter an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a base station side/cluster head side in
the communication mode of mode2 is described by referring to Figure 9. Figure 9 is a block diagram illustrating an
example of function configuration of an apparatus on a base station side/cluster head side in the communication mode
of mode2 according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0099] As shown in Figure 9, an apparatus 900 may include a configuration information generating unit 902, a system
information generating unit 904 and a transmitting unit 906.
[0100] The configuration information generating unit 902 may be configured to generate configuration information
including at least retransmission number relevant information and data signal resource pool information. The retrans-
mission number relevant information indicates the number of retransmissions of data signals in D2D communication,
and the data signal resource pool information indicates a resource pool for data signal transmission in D2D communi-
cation. Preferably, the configuration information may further include a retransmission frequency hopping indication flag
indicating whether to apply the frequency hopping technology to data signal retransmission in D2D communication. In
another example of the present disclosure, the data signal resource pool is set by a system in advance, and the base
station side/cluster head side and respective user equipments have default consensus, and hence the configuration
information generating unit 902 does not generate configuration information for the data signal resource pool.
[0101] The system information generating unit 904 may be configured to include the configuration information generated
by the configuration information generating unit 902 in a system information block.
[0102] The transmitting unit 906 may be configured to transmit the system information block including at least one of
the retransmission number relevant information, the data signal resource pool information and the retransmission fre-
quency hopping indication flag to user equipments performing D2D communication in a broadcast manner via a broadcast
control channel for example.
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[1-2-2. examples of configurations on a transmitting user equipment side in the communication mode of mode2]

[0103] Next, examples of configurations on a transmitting user equipment side in the communication mode of mode2
are described by referring to Figure 10 to Figure 12.
[0104] Figure 10 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a transmitting
user equipment side in the communication mode of mode2 according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0105] As shown in Figure 10, an apparatus 1000 may include a retransmission number receiving unit 1002, a data
signal resource pool information receiving unit 1004, a transmission resource selecting unit 1006, a retransmission
resource determining unit 1008, a scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 1010 and a data signal transmitting
unit 1012.
[0106] The retransmission number receiving unit 1002 may be configured to receive retransmission number information
indicating the number of retransmissions between user equipments performing D2D communication.
[0107] The data signal resource pool information receiving unit 1004 may be configured to receive information indicating
a data signal resource pool for data signal transmission in D2D communication. Corresponding to another example on
the base station side/cluster head side, in a case that the data signal resource pool is set by the system in advance, the
apparatus 1000 may not include the data signal resource pool information receiving unit 1004.
[0108] The transmission resource selecting unit 1006 may be configured to select data signal transmission resources
for data signal transmission from the data signal resource pool and generates resource indication information indicating
the transmission resources. It should be understood that the data signal transmission resources here include at least
first transmission resource for first transmission of a data signal.
[0109] The retransmission resource determining unit 1008 may be configured to determine, according to at least the
first transmission resource, retransmission resources for data signal retransmission using the predetermined frequency
hopping method described above, in a case that the frequency hopping technology is determined to be applied to data
retransmission. In an example, the retransmission resource determining unit 1008 may generate a retransmission re-
source indication explicitly indicating positions where the retransmission resources are located.
[0110] The scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 1010 may be configured to include information relevant
to the data signal transmission resources in scheduling assignment information to be transmitted to a counterpart user
equipment. The information relevant to the data signal transmission resources includes at least the first transmission
resource indication.
[0111] Preferably, the scheduling assignment information may further include information indicating which frequency
hopping method (for example, the above methods 1, 2 and 3) is used, and include frequency hopping parameters in the
corresponding methods (for example, the above m and n, or a and b, or the generated index random sequence). However,
it should be understood that the scheduling assignment information may not include the information in a case that which
frequency hopping method is used is predetermined. A receiving user equipment may determine the retransmission
resources using the corresponding frequency hopping method, according to the received first transmission resource
indication. In a case that the D2D retransmission frequency hopping is an optional mechanism in a communication
system, the scheduling assignment information may further include a retransmission frequency hopping indication indi-
cating whether to apply frequency hopping to retransmission for the receiving user equipment to determine the retrans-
mission resources according to the frequency hopping mechanism. In addition, preferably, the scheduling assignment
information may further include a retransmission resource indication to explicitly indicate the used retransmission re-
sources.
[0112] The data signal transmitting unit 1012 may be configured to repeatedly transmit, according to the retransmission
number information, a data signal to the counterpart user equipment using corresponding data signal transmission
resources (including the first transmission resource and the retransmission resources).
[0113] It should be understood that as described above, each of the retransmission number receiving unit 1002, the
data signal resource pool information receiving unit 1004 and the data signal transmitting unit 1012 herein may be
implemented by a signal transceiving unit for example, the scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 1010
may be implemented by a control unit and a signal transceiving unit for example, and the transmission resource selecting
unit 1006 and the retransmission resource determining unit 1008 may be implemented by a control unit for example.
The signal transceiving unit and the control unit may be specifically implemented by elements such as a radio commu-
nication interface and a processor and so on in a terminal product.
[0114] Figure 11 is a block diagram illustrating another example of function configuration of the apparatus on the
transmitting user equipment side in the communication mode of mode2 according to the first embodiment of the present
disclosure.
[0115] As shown in Figure 11, as compared with the apparatus 1000 shown in Figure 10, an apparatus 1100 further
includes a retransmission frequency hopping indication flag receiving unit 1108, and the remaining units of the apparatus
1100 have the same function configurations as those of the corresponding units of the apparatus 1000, which are not
repeated here. Hereinafter only an example of function configuration of the retransmission frequency hopping indication
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flag receiving unit 1108 is described in detail.
[0116] The retransmission frequency hopping indication flag receiving unit 1108 may be configured to receive a re-
transmission frequency hopping indication flag indicating whether to apply frequency hopping technology to data signal
retransmission in D2D communication.
[0117] In this case, the retransmission resource determining unit 1110 may be configured to determine the retrans-
mission resources using a predetermined frequency hopping method, based on the first transmission resource indication
and the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag.
[0118] It should be understood that as described above, the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag receiving
unit 1108 may be implemented by a signal transceiving unit for example. The signal transceiving unit may be specifically
implemented by elements such as a radio communication interface and so on in a terminal product.
[0119] Figure 12 is a block diagram illustrating another example of function configuration of the apparatus on the
transmitting user equipment side in the communication mode of mode2 according to the first embodiment of the present
disclosure.
[0120] As shown in Figure 12, as compared with the apparatus 1000 shown in Figure 10, a apparatus 1200 further
includes a retransmission frequency hopping determining unit 1208, and the remaining units of the apparatus 1200 have
the same function configurations as those of the corresponding units of the apparatus 1000, which are not repeated
here. Hereinafter only an example of function configuration of the retransmission frequency hopping determining unit
1208 is described in detail.
[0121] The retransmission frequency hopping determining unit 1208 may be configured to determine whether to apply
the frequency hopping technology to data signal retransmission in D2D communication.
[0122] In addition, the retransmission resource determining unit 1210 may be configured to determine the retransmis-
sion resources based on the determined first transmission resource and a determination result of the retransmission
frequency hopping determining unit 1208.
[0123] Preferably, the retransmission frequency hopping determining unit 1208 may be further configured to generate
a retransmission frequency hopping indication flag indicating whether to apply the frequency hopping technology to data
signal retransmission in D2D communication for the receiving user equipment to determine the retransmission resources
according to a frequency hopping mechanism. In this case, the scheduling assignment information transmitting unit 1212
may be configured to include the first transmission resource indication and the retransmission frequency hopping indi-
cation flag in the scheduling assignment information to be transmitted to the counterpart user equipment, such that the
counterpart user equipment determines the first transmission resource and the retransmission resources according to
a predetermined frequency hopping method.
[0124] In addition, preferably, the scheduling assignment information may further include a retransmission resource
indication indicating the retransmission resources to explicitly indicate the first transmission resource and the retrans-
mission resources to the counterpart user equipment.
[0125] It should be understood that, as described above, the retransmission frequency hopping determining unit 1208
herein may be implemented by a control unit for example. The control unit may be specifically implemented by elements
such as a processor and so on in a terminal product.

[1-2-3. examples of configurations on a receiving user equipment side in the communication mode of mode2]

[0126] Next, an example of configuration on a receiving user equipment side in the communication mode of mode2
is described by referring to Figure 13.
[0127] Figure 13 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a receiving
user equipment side in the communication mode of mode2 according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0128] As shown in Figure 13, as compared with the apparatus 800 shown in Figure 8, an apparatus 1300 further
includes a data signal resource pool information receiving unit 1304, and the remaining units of the apparatus 1300 have
the same function configurations as those of the corresponding units in the apparatus 800, which are not repeated here.
Hereinafter only an example of function configuration of the data signal resource pool information receiving unit 1304 is
described in detail.
[0129] The data signal resource pool information receiving unit 1304 may be configured to receive information indicating
a data signal resource pool for data signal transmission in D2D communication.
[0130] The transmission resource determining unit 1308 may be configured to determine corresponding first trans-
mission resource and retransmission resources according to the received information of the data signal resource pool
and the scheduling assignment information. In addition, in a case that the receiving user equipment determines the
retransmission resources by itself, if it is determined to perform a frequency hopping operation, the transmission resource
determining unit 1308 may determine the retransmission resources using a corresponding frequency hopping method,
according to the received information of the data signal resource pool and the scheduling assignment information.
[0131] It should be understood that, as described above, the data signal resource pool information receiving unit 1304
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may be implemented by a signal transceiving unit for example. The signal transceiving unit may be specifically imple-
mented by elements such as a radio communication interface and so on in a terminal product.

<2. Second embodiment>

[0132] In the embodiment, scheme design of data signal transmission in a multiple-cell scene in D2D communication
is discussed.
[0133] In the multiple-cell scene, user equipments performing D2D communication are distributed in different cells,
and respective cells may have different bandwidth configurations. For example, due to introduction of a small cell, for a
resource block index number configured in a cell having a large bandwidth, if frequency hopping is performed according
to the frequency hopping scheme described in the single-cell scene, the obtained resource block index number may not
exist in the small cell at all. Hence, in the multiple-cell scene, the frequency hopping scheme is designed by considering
the bandwidth configurations of the cells where respective user equipments are located.
[0134] In the communication mode of model in D2D, the frequency hopping scheme design for a data signal in the
multiple-cell scene is similar to that in the single-cell scene described above. The difference lies in that firstly indexes
of the resource blocks need to be mapped according to the smallest cell bandwidth configuration, and then the frequency
hopping design is performed in a manner similar to that in the single-cell scene. Specifically, firstly the first transmission
resource may be mapped onto PUSCH resource corresponding to the smallest cell bandwidth, and then the retrans-
mission resources are determined based on the smallest cell bandwidth. Preferably, a frequency span between a re-
transmission resource and a last transmission resource is greater than a predetermined threshold and less than the
smallest cell bandwidth.
[0135] For example, as an exemplary way, the first transmission resource and the retransmission resources may be
determined using the following method, but actual frequency hopping scheme design is not limited thereto. It is assumed
that an index of a frequency resource occupied by first transmitted data is f and D2D data transmission covers i cells,

the number of available resource blocks is  and the index f

of the frequency resource is mapped onto PUSCH resource corresponding to NRB (indicated as  ), and is

indicated as f(0). In addition, preferably, the index f of the frequency resource may be mapped onto PUSCH resource
corresponding to NRB and close to PUCCH. The mapping may be implemented in multiple ways, for example

 but it is not limited thereto.

[0136] Frequency resource indexes f(k) (k={1, 2, ..., K-1}) of subsequent K retransmissions may be determined as
follows:

[0137] In addition, in the multiple-cell scene, configurations on the base station side, the transmitting user equipment
side and the receiving user equipment side are similar to those in the single-cell scene, and the difference lies in that
the apparatus on the base station side serving the transmitting user equipment further needs to include a cell bandwidth
configuration information acquiring unit configured to acquire cell bandwidth configuration information of cells where
respective user equipments performing D2D communication are located, so as to indicate the transmission resources
allocated by the resource scheduler with unified indexes for respective user equipments. Preferably, the transmission
resources are mapped onto the uplink transmission resource corresponding to the smallest cell bandwidth. The cell
bandwidth configuration information acquiring unit may acquire the cell bandwidth configuration information of respective
cells through X2 interface signaling for example.

[2-2. scheme design in the communication mode of mode2]

[0138] In the multiple-cell scene, scheme design in the communication mode of mode2 is substantially the same as
that in the single-cell scene, and particularly, the same data signal resource pool needs to be configured for respective
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cells to perform D2D data communication.
[0139] In addition, in the multiple-cell scene, configurations on the base station side/cluster head side, the transmitting
user equipment side and the receiving user equipment side in the communication mode of mode2 are substantially the
same as those in the single-cell scene, and the difference lies in that, the base station serving the transmitting user
equipment needs to transmit at least the acquired smallest cell bandwidth configuration information to the transmitting
user equipment via the transmitting unit (it is not necessary to transmit all bandwidth configuration information). Preferably,
if the serving base station determines a bandwidth of its own cell is the smallest, it is not necessary to transmit bandwidth
configuration information of other cells. In addition, optionally, the apparatus on the transmitting user equipment side
further needs to include a bandwidth configuration information receiving unit configured to receive cell bandwidth con-
figuration information, and the bandwidth configuration information receiving unit may be implemented by a signal trans-
ceiving unit for example. The signal transceiving unit may be specifically implemented by elements such as a radio
communication interface and so on in a terminal product.
[0140] In this case, the apparatus on the transmitting user equipment side determines the first transmission resource
and the retransmission resources for the data signal based on the smallest cell bandwidth.

<3. Third embodiment>

[0141] In D2D communication, a discovery process is optional and is implemented by occupying PUSCH resources
to transmit MAC PDU (protocol data unit). Transmission time of a discovery signal is determined by a predefined discovery
period during which the MAC PDU may be repeatedly transmitted. The discovery process in D2D communication mainly
differs from the data communication process in that, the discovery process is half-duplex, which means that a certain
user equipment performing D2D communication, when transmitting a discovery signal, can not receive a discovery signal
transmitted from other user equipments. Hence, in a time-frequency resource allocation scheme for the discovery signal,
allocation of both time-domain resources and frequency-domain resources needs to be considered.
[0142] A discovery signal resource pool is dedicatedly preconfigured for transmission and reception of the discovery
signal, and thus all signals transmitted and received in the resource pool are considered as discovery signals. The
discovery signal resource pool may be predetermined by the system, or determined by the base station or the cluster
head in a semi-static manner for example.
[0143] In addition, in D2D communication, according to allocation manners of communication resources for the dis-
covery signal, different time-frequency resource allocation schemes adapting to the discovery signal may be designed.
It should be noted that due to the importance of the discovery signal, in D2D communication, retransmission may be
needed to be performed by default and frequency hopping is achievable. In most preferable examples of the present
disclosure, the frequency hopping technology is applied to retransmission of the discovery signal by default. Alternatively,
the base station side or the cluster head side may determine whether to apply the frequency hopping technology, and
include a flag indicating whether to apply the frequency hopping technology in a system information block to be broadcast
to the user equipments. Alternatively, whether to perform the frequency hopping may be determined by the user equipment
itself.
[0144] In addition, it should be noted that since there is no aforehand scheduling assignment information notification
for the discovery signal and the discovery signal includes no identity authentication information (for example ID, such
as RNTI or the like), a user equipment receiving the discovery signal does not know the discovery signal is transmitted
from which user equipment in a physical layer. Therefore, how to track the discovery signal repeatedly transmitted from
the same user equipment is a difficult problem. In the present disclosure, a time-frequency resource allocation scheme
for the discovery signal is designed creatively in which time and frequency corresponding to each transmission resource
are correlated with time and frequency for next transmission resource. In the discovery process, the receiving user
equipment listens to all discovery signals in the discovery signal resource pool, determines, upon receipt of the discovery
signal for the first time, time-frequency resources where a discovery signal to be transmitted subsequently each time is
located according to time-frequency resources where the discovery signal is located and in conjunction with a prede-
termined time-frequency resource allocation scheme, receives all the discovery signals to be transmitted subsequently,
and decodes all the discovery signals based on a high layer protocol to determine specific information included in the
discovery signals (for example, an ID of the transmitting user equipment or the like).

<3-1. scheme design of time-frequency resource allocation in Typel discovery mechanism>

[0145] Hereinafter scheme design of time-frequency resource allocation for discovery signal transmission in Typel
discovery mechanism in D2D communication according to a third embodiment of the present disclosure is described by
referring to Figure 14 to Figure 17.
[0146] The Typel discovery mechanism means that resources (including time-domain resources and frequency-domain
resources) for transmission of the discovery signal are not allocated based on user equipments, but are shared by all
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user equipments or a set of user equipments, and the resources may be allocated in advance. Such resource allocation
manner essentially belongs to distributed resource allocation, and hence how to avoid collisions between time-frequency
resources selected by the user equipments themselves and disadvantageous factors in half-duplex to the greatest
degree might become a key point in design of the time-frequency resource allocation scheme in this case.
[0147] The inventor of the present disclosure designs such that a possibility that different user equipments select the
same time-frequency resource is reduced as much as possible, and if user equipments randomly select the same time-
frequency resource, time resources used by these user equipments are spaced apart as much as possible during
subsequent retransmissions.
[0148] As an exemplary way, it is assumed that the discovery period is P (which may be reconfigured and broadcast
by a centralized management apparatus for example a base station/cluster head, but is valid for all user equipments
managed by the same management apparatus), and a retransmission period for the discovery signal is M (P is an integral
multiple of M, M may be reconfigured and is valid for all the user equipments, and in a case that the number of retrans-

missions K is given, M=P/K). Assuming that the number of available resource blocks for the discovery signal is 

a time-domain subframe number for first transmission of the discovery signal which is randomly selected by the trans-

mitting user equipment is m (m=1, 2, ..., M), and a frequency-domain index number is n (n=1, 2, ...,  ), then

indexes of time-frequency resources occupied by subsequent k-th transmission are t(k) (t(1)=m) and f(k) (f(1)=n), k={2,
..., P/M}. 

[0149] Figure 14 illustrates a time-frequency resource distribution diagram obtained according to the time-frequency
resource allocation scheme. As shown in Figure 14, time domain resources and frequency domain resources occupied
by different transmissions are different. It should be understood that the time-frequency resource allocation scheme
described here is only exemplary and is not intended to be restrictive, and those skilled in the art may conceive of different
time-frequency resource allocation schemes according to the design principle.
[0150] In the Type1 discovery mechanism, configuration information for the discovery signal resource pool, the dis-
covery period and the retransmission number relevant information (the retransmission number or the retransmission
period) may be included in the system information block, and is notified to all user equipments performing D2D commu-
nication by broadcasting. Similar to the examples described above, in a case that information for example the discovery
signal resource pool, the discovery period and the like is preset by a system, the configuration information may not
include the information.

[3-1-1. examples of configurations on a base station side/cluster head side in the Type 1 discovery scheme]

[0151] Next, an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a base station side/cluster head side in the Type
1 discovery scheme is described in detail by referring to Figure 15. Figure 15 is a block diagram illustrating an example
of function configuration of an apparatus on a base station side/cluster head side in the Type 1 discovery scheme
according to the third embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0152] As shown in Figure 15, an apparatus 1500 may include a configuration information generating unit 1502, a
system information generating unit 1504 and a transmitting unit 1506.
[0153] The configuration information generating unit 1502 may be configured to generate configuration information
including retransmission number relevant information and discovery period information for a discovery signal. In a dis-
covery period, user equipments performing D2D communication transmit a discovery signal. In some examples of the
present disclosure, the discovery period may refer to a certain period of time, and the configuration information thereof
includes a discovery start time instant and a discovery end time instant for example. In another example of the present
disclosure, the discovery period may refer to a repeated period of time, and the configuration information thereof includes
a period length and a repeated period for example. It should be understood that the retransmission number relevant
information here may refer to a retransmission period or the number of retransmissions.
[0154] Preferably, the configuration information generated by the configuration information generating unit 1502 may
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further include information of a discovery signal resource pool for transmission of the discovery signal, and the discovery
signal resource pool is shared by all user equipments performing D2D communication. Alternatively, the discovery signal
resource pool may be preconfigured, without being allocated by the base station/cluster head.
[0155] The system information generating unit 1504 may be configured to include the configuration information in a
system information block.
[0156] The transmitting unit 1506 may be configured to transmit the system information block to the user equipment
performing D2D communication by broadcasting for example.

[3-1-2. examples of configurations on a transmitting user equipment side in the Typel discovery mechanism]

[0157] Next, an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a transmitting user equipment side in the Type1
discovery mechanism according to the third embodiment of the present disclosure is described by referring to Figure
16. Figure 16 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a transmitting user
equipment side in the Type 1 discovery mechanism according to the third embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0158] As shown in Figure 16, an apparatus 1600 may include a discovery period information receiving unit 1602, a
retransmission number information receiving unit 1604, a discovery signal resource pool information receiving unit 1606,
a transmission resource determining unit 1608 and a discovery signal transmitting unit 1610.
[0159] The discovery period information receiving unit 1602 may be configured to receive information of a discovery
period in which a discovery signal is transmitted.
[0160] The retransmission number information receiving unit 1604 may be configured to receive information related
to the number of retransmissions of the discovery signal in the discovery period. The information related to the number
of retransmissions may be the number of retransmissions or a retransmission period.
[0161] The discovery signal resource pool information receiving unit 1606 may be configured to receive information
of a discovery signal resource pool for transmission of the discovery signal. It should be understood that in a case that
the discovery signal resource pool is preconfigured, the discovery signal resource pool information receiving unit 1606
may be not provided.
[0162] The transmission resource determining unit 1608 may be configured to randomly select first transmission
resource for first transmission of the discovery signal from the discovery signal resource pool, and periodically select,
based on a predetermined hopping function (for example, the above exemplary time-frequency resource allocation
scheme), retransmission resources with the number of retransmissions, each of which is different from each other
transmission resource in both time-domain and frequency-domain, within the discovery period.
[0163] The discovery signal transmitting unit 1610 may be configured to repeatedly transmit the discovery signal using
the determined first transmission resource and retransmission resources according to the retransmission number relevant
information.
[0164] It should be understood that, as described above, each of the discovery period information receiving unit 1602,
the retransmission number information receiving unit 1604, the discovery signal resource pool information receiving unit
1606 and the discovery signal transmitting unit 1610 here may be implemented by a signal transceiving unit for example,
and the transmission resource determining unit 1608 may be implemented by a control unit for example. The signal
transceiving unit and the control unit may be specifically implemented by elements such as a radio communication
interface and a processor and so on in a terminal product.

<3-1-3. examples of configurations on a receiving user equipment side in the Typel discovery mechanism>

[0165] Next, an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a receiving user equipment side in the Typel
discovery mechanism according to the third embodiment of the present disclosure is described by referring to Figure
17. Figure 17 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a receiving user
equipment side in the Typel discovery mechanism according to the third embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0166] As shown in Figure 17, an apparatus 1700 may include a discovery period information receiving unit 1702, a
retransmission number information receiving unit 1704, a discovery signal resource pool information receiving unit 1706,
a transmission resource determining unit 1708, a discovery signal receiving unit 1710 and a discovery signal decoding
unit 1712. Examples of function configurations of the discovery period information receiving unit 1702, the retransmission
number information receiving unit 1704 and the discovery signal resource pool information receiving unit 1706 are the
same as those of the discovery period information receiving unit 1602, the retransmission number information receiving
unit 1604 and the discovery signal resource pool information receiving unit 1606 shown in Figure 16, and are not repeated
here. Only examples of function configurations of the transmission resource determining unit 1708, the discovery signal
receiving unit 1710 and the discovery signal decoding unit 1712 are described in detail here.
[0167] The discovery signal receiving unit 1710 may be configured to listen to a frequency domain range corresponding
to the discovery signal resource pool within the discovery period. In a case that the discovery signal is received, the
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transmission resource determining unit 1708 may be configured to determine, according to time-frequency resources
where the discovery signal is located and a predetermined hopping function, time-frequency resources for next trans-
mission of the discovery signal, and thus the discovery signal receiving unit 1710 may receive all discovery signals
transmitted from a counterpart user equipment according to the determined time-frequency resources for each trans-
mission of the discovery signal.
[0168] The discovery signal decoding unit 1712 may be configured to perform a high layer joint decoding for example
on all the received discovery signals to acquire information contained in the discovery signals. For example, the infor-
mation includes at least an ID of the counterpart user equipment (for example, a radio network temporary identity (RNTI))
and the like. The information may further include a purpose of the D2D communication of the counterpart user equipment
and a target communication object and so on for the receiving user equipment to determine whether to perform D2D
communication with the counterpart user equipment.
[0169] It should be understood that, as described above, each of the discovery period information receiving unit 1702,
the retransmission number information receiving unit 1704, the discovery signal resource pool information receiving unit
1706 and the discovery signal receiving unit 1710 here may be implemented by a signal transceiving unit for example,
and the transmission resource determining unit 1708 and the discovery signal decoding unit 1712 may be implemented
by a control unit for example.

[3-2. scheme design of time-frequency resource allocation in a Type 2 (including Type2A and Type2B) discovery mech-
anism]

[0170] Hereinafter scheme design of time-frequency resource allocation for transmission of a discovery signal in the
Type 2 discovery mechanism in D2D communication according to the third embodiment of the present disclosure is
descried by referring to Figure 18.
[0171] The Type2 discovery mechanism means that resources for the discovery signal are allocated based on user
equipments, and may be divided into two modes, i.e., Type2A and Type2B. Type2A means that resources are inde-
pendently allocated by the base station or the cluster head during each transmission of the discovery signal in a unified
manner, and Type2B means that resources for transmission of the discovery signal are configured in a semi-static manner.
[0172] The scheme of time-frequency resource allocation in the Type2A discovery mechanism is similar to the existing
manner in which the base station allocates the first transmission resource and the retransmission resources to the user
equipments in a unified manner, and will not be repeated here. The transmitting user equipment transmits a discovery
signal using time-frequency resources allocated for each transmission of the discovery signal. The receiving user equip-
ment listens to a frequency domain range corresponding to the discovery signal resource pool, calculates, after the
discovery signal is received, time-frequency resources where discovery signals to be retransmitted subsequently are
located, according to time-frequency resources where the discovery signal is located and in conjunction with a prede-
termined algorithm, thereby receiving all transmitted discovery signals. It should be understood that in a case of applying
the frequency hopping technology, it should be ensured that time-domain resources and frequency-domain resources
for each transmission of the discovery signal are different from the time-domain resources and the frequency-domain
resources occupied by a last transmission. In the Type2A mechanism, the first transmission resource is allocated to
respective user equipments which are going to perform transmission by a centralized management apparatus in a unified
manner, and hence a case that multiple transmitting user equipments perform first transmissions using the same time-
frequency resources will not occur. Therefore, retransmission frequency-domain resources may be determined by per-
forming frequency hopping in a way similar to that shown in Figure 2, and in time-domain, time-domain resources
corresponding to every other n subframes (n is greater than 0 for example) may be used as retransmission time-domain
resources for example. Hereinafter only schemes of time-frequency resource allocation in the Type2B discovery scheme
are described in detail.
[0173] Firstly, the base station or the central node (for example the cluster head) divides the discovery signal resource
pool for transmission of the discovery signal into multiple sub resource pools orthogonal to each other according to the
number of user equipments requesting to perform D2D communication (for example each sub resource pool includes
resource blocks different from those included in each of other sub resource pools), and allocates the multiple sub resource
pools to the user equipments requesting to perform D2D communication respectively. In addition, the number of retrans-
missions available for each user equipment may also be determined according to the number of all the user equipments.
It should be understood that since respective sub resource pools are orthogonal to each other, a possibility that different
user equipments select the same time-frequency resource to transmit the discovery signal is avoided. As an exemplary
way, the time-domain resources and the frequency-domain resources may be allocated in the following manner, and
the present disclosure is not limited thereto.
[0174] It is assumed that for any user equipment, a discovery period is P, a retransmission period of the discovery
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signal is M, the number of available resource blocks for the discovery signal is  a time-domain subframe number

for first transmission of the discovery signal which is selected randomly by the user equipment is m (m=1, 2, ..., M), and

a frequency domain index number is  Firstly, first transmission frequency domain resource

n is mapped onto the PUSCH resource, for example the following mapping may be performed:

 The first transmission time-domain resource t(1)=m.

[0175] Frequency-domain resource f(k) and time-domain resource t(k) occupied by the subsequent k-th transmission
are respectively indicated as: 

t(k)={t(k-1)+[k3M/max(re)]} mod M, where k={2, 3, ..., P/M}, and max(re) indicates a supportable maximum number of
retransmissions.
[0176] In this discovery mechanism, the base station/cluster head notifies the user equipment of information of the
divided sub resource pools and retransmission number relevant information (for example, the retransmission period or
the number of retransmissions) through dedicated signaling (for example, radio resource control (RRC) signaling). In
addition, the dedicated signaling may further include configuration information of the discovery period.

[3-2-1. examples of configurations on a base station side/cluster head side in the Type2B discovery mechanism]

[0177] In the Type2A discovery mechanism, configurations of the base station side/cluster head side, the transmitting
user equipment side and the receiving user equipment side are similar to those in the Type1 discovery mechanism. The
difference lies in that: in the Type2A discovery mechanism, the resource scheduler 406 and the resource allocation
information generating unit 408 in the single-cell communication mode of model for example are needed to be provided
on the base station side to allocate transmission resources for transmission of the discovery signal (including at least
first transmission resource, and may further include retransmission resources) and generate indication information of
the transmission resources, and transmit the indication information of the transmission resources to the transmitting
user equipment via the transmitting unit; and the transmitting user equipment side does not need to select first transmission
resource for the discovery signal, but needs to provide a corresponding resource receiving unit to receive the transmission
resources allocated by the base station or the cluster head. Other contents which are not described in detail may be
referred to corresponding descriptions for the Type1 discovery mechanism, and are not repeated here.
[0178] Next an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a base station side/cluster head side in the
Type2B discovery mechanism according to the third embodiment of the present disclosure is described by referring to
Figure 18. Figure 18 is a block diagram illustrating an example of function configuration of an apparatus on a base station
side/cluster head side in the Type2B discovery mechanism according to the third embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0179] As shown in Figure 18, an apparatus 1800 may include a configuration information generating unit 1802, a
resource pool dividing unit 1804 and a transmitting unit 1806.
[0180] The configuration information generating unit 1802 may be configured to generate configuration information
including retransmission number relevant information and discovery period information.
[0181] The resource pool dividing unit 1804 may be configured to divide a preconfigured discovery signal resource
pool into multiple sub resource pools orthogonal to each other according to the number of user equipments requesting
to perform D2D communication.
[0182] The transmitting unit 1806 may be configured to transmit the configuration information and information of the
sub resource pools to corresponding user equipments through dedicated signaling (for example RRC signaling). Alter-
natively, in a case that the discovery signal resource pool is configured on the base station side/cluster head side, the
transmitting unit 1806 may transmit the information of the discovery signal resource pool to respective user equipments
by broadcasting.
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[3-2-2. examples of configurations on a user equipment side in the Type2B discovery mechanism]

[0183] In the Type2B discovery mechanism, function configuration of an apparatus on the user equipment side (in-
cluding the transmitting user equipment side and the receiving user equipment side) is similar to the function configuration
in the Type1 discovery mechanism, and the difference mainly lies in that, the transmission resource determining unit
determines retransmission resources according to an algorithm/hopping function different from that in the Type1 discovery
mechanism. In addition, the transmitting user equipment may further include a sub resource pool information receiving
unit configured to receive information of a sub resource pool, which is allocated by the base station side/cluster head
side for the user equipment to transmit the discovery signal The sub resource pools for respective user equipments are
orthogonal to each other. Hence, the transmitting user equipment randomly selects first transmission resource for the
discovery signal from its allocated sub resource pool, determines retransmission resources according to a predetermined
algorithm, and repeatedly transmits the discovery signal to a counterpart user equipment using the determined first
transmission resource and retransmission resources. It should be understood that the discovery signal resource pool
information receiving unit in the Type1 discovery mechanism may be multiplexed to receive the information of the sub
resource pools, and the only difference is the content of the received resource pool. After receiving the discovery signal
for the first time, the receiving user equipment calculates, according to the time-frequency resources where the discovery
signal is located, time-frequency resources where the discovery signals to be retransmitted subsequently are located,
based on a predetermined algorithm in the Type2B discovery mechanism, and receives all transmitted discovery signals
by listens to the calculated subsequent time-frequency resources.

<4. Fourth embodiment>

[0184] In D2D communication, in some examples of the present disclosure, it may be also designed that the scheduling
assignment information transmitted from the transmitting user equipment to the receiving user equipment is retransmitted
and retransmission frequency hopping is also supported, but it is not necessary to notify the receiving user equipment
of specific transmission resource information and whether to perform frequency hopping (for example, the frequency
hopping is performed by default). A frequency hopping scheme for the scheduling assignment information is similar to
the frequency hopping scheme for data signals, and is not repeated here.
[0185] Specifically, the transmitting user equipment may repeatedly transmit, according to the received retransmission
number relevant information, the scheduling assignment information to the receiving user equipment using the first
transmission resource and the retransmission resources selected in a preconfigured scheduling assignment information
resource pool (for example, configured in a semi-static manner or statically through RRC signaling). Accordingly, the
receiving user equipment may perform, according to the received retransmission number relevant information, listening
in a frequency range corresponding to the preconfigured scheduling assignment information resource pool for all sched-
uling assignment information from the transmitting user equipment . That is, the receiving user equipment searches for
(i.e., blindly detects) the preconfigured scheduling assignment information resource pool and receives the scheduling
assignment information transmitted each time. For example, the receiving user equipment may detect all the scheduling
assignment information transmitted thereto according to RNTI included in a signal carrying the scheduling assignment
information, for example.
[0186] Although examples of the function configurations of the apparatus embodiments have been described above
by way of an example, it should be understood that those skilled in the art may make modifications, combinations,
additions and/or deletions according to the principles of the present disclosure, and all of these variations are considered
to fall within the scope of the present disclosure.
[0187] Corresponding to the above apparatus embodiments, method embodiments are further provided according to
the present disclosure.
[0188] Figure 19 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary process of a method in a wireless communication system
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0189] As shown in Figure 19, the method includes a configuration information generating step S1902 and a transmitting
step S1904.
[0190] In the configuration information generating step S1902, configuration information for user equipments perform-
ing device to device communication including retransmission number relevant information is generated. The retrans-
mission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal transmis-
sion between the user equipments performing device to device communication.
[0191] In the transmitting step S1904, the generated configuration information is transmitted to the user equipment
performing device to device communication.
[0192] Figure 20 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary process of a method in a wireless communication system
according to another embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0193] As shown in Figure 20, the method may include a signal transceiving step S2002 and a controlling step S2004.
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[0194] In the signal transceiving step S2002, configuration information including retransmission number relevant in-
formation is received. The retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number of
retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device communication.
[0195] In the controlling step S2004, it is controlled, according to the received retransmission number relevant infor-
mation, to repeatedly transmit a signal to a counterpart user equipment in the signal transceiving step S2002. It should
be understood that the signal here includes at least one of a data signal, a discovery signal and scheduling assignment
information.
[0196] Figure 21 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary process of a method in a wireless communication system
according to another embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0197] As shown in Figure 21, the method may include a signal transceiving step S2102 and a controlling step S2104.
[0198] In the signal transceiving step S2102, configuration information including retransmission number relevant in-
formation is received. The retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number of
retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device communication.
[0199] In the controlling step S2104, it is controlled, according to the received retransmission number relevant infor-
mation, to receive all signals transmitted by a counterpart user equipment in the signal transceiving step S2002.
[0200] It should be noted that the method embodiments here correspond to the apparatus embodiments described
above, hence the contents which are not described in detail in the method embodiments may be referred to corresponding
descriptions in the apparatus embodiments, and are not repeated here.
[0201] It should be understood that machine executable instructions in a storage medium and a program product
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure may be configured to perform the methods corresponding to the
apparatus embodiments, and hence the contents which are not described in detail here may be referred to corresponding
descriptions above, and are not repeated here.
[0202] Accordingly, a storage medium on which the above program product storing machine executable instructions
is carried is also included in the disclosure of the invention. The storage medium includes but not limited to a floppy disk,
an optical disk, a magneto-optical disk, a storage card, a memory rod and the like.
[0203] Furthermore, it shall be noted that the foregoing series of processes and devices can also be embodied in
software and/or firmware. In the case of being embodied in software and/or firmware, a program constituting the software
is installed from a storage medium or a network to a computer with a dedicated hardware structure, e.g., a general
purpose personal computer 2200 illustrated in Figure 22, which can perform various functions when various programs
are installed thereon.
[0204] In Figure 22, a Central Processing Unit (CPU) 2201 performs various processes according to a program stored
in a Read Only Memory (ROM) 2202 or loaded from a storage portion 2208 into a Random Access Memory (RAM) 2203
in which data required when the CPU 2201 performs the various processes is also stored as needed.
[0205] The CPU 2201, the ROM 2202 and the RAM 2203 are connected to each other via a bus 2204 to which an
input/output interface 2205 is also connected.
[0206] The following components are connected to the input/output interface 2205: an input portion 2206 including a
keyboard, a mouse, etc.; an output portion 2207 including a display, e.g., a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT), a Liquid Crystal
Display (LCD), etc., a speaker, etc.; a storage portion 2208 including a hard disk, etc.; and a communication portion
2209 including a network interface card, e.g., an LAN card, a modem, etc. The communication portion 2209 performs
a communication process over a network, e.g., the Internet.
[0207] A drive 2210 is also connected to the input/output interface 2205 as needed. A removable medium 2211, e.g.,
a magnetic disk, an optical disk, an magneto optical disk, a semiconductor memory, etc., can be installed on the drive
2210 as needed so that a computer program fetched therefrom can be installed into the storage portion 2208 as needed.
[0208] In the case that the foregoing series of processes are performed in software, a program constituting the software
is installed from a network, e.g., the Internet, etc., or a storage medium, e.g., the removable medium 2211, etc.
[0209] Those skilled in the art shall appreciate that such a storage medium will not be limited to the removable medium
2211 illustrated in Figure 22 in which the program is stored and which is distributed separately from the apparatus to
provide a user with the program. Examples of the removable medium 2211 include a magnetic disk (including a Floppy
Disk (a registered trademark)), an optical disk (including Compact Disk-Read Only memory (CD-ROM) and a Digital
Versatile Disk (DVD)), a magneto optical disk (including a Mini Disk (MD) (a registered trademark)) and a semiconductor
memory. Alternatively the storage medium can be the ROM 2202, a hard disk included in the storage portion 2208, etc.,
in which the program is stored and which is distributed together with the apparatus including the same to the user.

<5. Application examples>

[0210] The technology of the present disclosure is applicable to various products.
[0211] For example, a base station may be realized as any type of evolved Node B (eNB), such as a macro eNB and
a small eNB. The small eNB may be an eNB such as a pico eNB, a micro eNB and a home (femto) eNB which covers
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a cell smaller than a macro cell. Alternatively, the base station may be realized as any other types of base stations, such
as a NodeB and a base transceiver station (BTS). The base station may include: a main body (that is also referred to
as a base station apparatus) configured to control radio communication; and one or more remote radio heads (RRH)
disposed in a different place from the main body. In addition, various types of terminals, which will be described below,
may each operate as a base station by temporarily or a semi-persistently executing a base station function.
[0212] For example, the user equipment may be realized as a mobile terminal (such as a smartphone, a tablet personal
computer (PC), a notebook PC, a portable game terminal, a portable/dongle type mobile router and a digital camera)
or an in-vehicle terminal (such as a car navigation apparatus). The terminal apparatus may also be realized as a terminal
(that is also referred to as a machine type communication (MTC) terminal) that performs machine-to-machine (M2M)
communication. In addition, the user equipment may be a radio communication module (such as an integrated circuit
module including a single die) installed on each of the terminals.

[5-1. Application Example Regarding Base Station]

(First application example)

[0213] Figure 23 is a block diagram illustrating a first example of exemplary configuration of an eNB to which the
technology of the content of the present disclosure may be applied. An eNB 2300 includes one or more antennas 2310
and a base station apparatus 2320. The base station apparatus 2320 and each antenna 2310 may be connected to
each other via an RF cable.
[0214] Each of the antennas 2310 includes a single or multiple antenna elements (such as multiple antenna elements
included in a multiple input multiple output (MIMO) antenna), and is used for the base station apparatus 2320 to transmit
and receive radio signal. As shown in Figure 23, the eNB 2300 may include multiple antennas 2310. For example, the
multiple antennas 2310 may be compatible with multiple frequency bands used by the eNB 2300. Although Figure 23
illustrates the example in which the eNB 2300 includes the multiple antennas 2310, the eNB 2300 may also include a
single antenna 2310.
[0215] The base station apparatus 2310 includes a controller 2321, a memory 2322, a network interface 2323 and a
radio communication interface 2325.
[0216] The controller 2321 may be, for example, a CPU or a DSP, and operates various functions of a higher layer of
the base station apparatus 2320. For example, the controller 2321 generates a data packet from data in signals processed
by the radio communication interface 2325, and transfers the generated packets via the network interface 2323. The
controller 2321 may bundle data from multiple base band processors to generate the bundled packet, and transfer the
generated bundled packet. The controller 2321 may have logic functions of performing control such as radio resource
control, radio bearer control, mobility management, admission control and scheduling. The control may be performed
in corporation with an eNB or a core network node in the vicinity. The memory 2322 includes RAM and ROM, and stores
a program that is executed by the controller 2321 and various types of control data (such as a terminal list, transmission
power data and scheduling data).
[0217] The network interface 2323 is a communication interface for connecting the base station apparatus 2320 to a
core network 2324. The controller 2321 may communicate with a core network node or another eNB via the network
interface 2323. In this case, the eNB 2300 and the core network node or other eNB may be connected to each other
through a logical interface (such that an S1 interface or an X2 interface). The network interface 2323 may also be a
wired communication interface or a radio communication interface for radio backhaul. If the network interface 2323 is a
radio communication interface, the network interface 2323 may use a higher frequency band for radio communication
than a frequency band used by the radio communication interface 2325.
[0218] The radio communication interface 2325 supports any cellular communication scheme (such as a long term
evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced), and provides radio connection to a terminal positioned in a cell of the eNB 2300
via the antenna 2310. The radio communication interface 2325 may typically include, for example, a baseband (BB)
processor 2326 and an RF circuit 2327. The BB processor 2326 may perform, for example, encoding/decoding, modu-
lating/demodulating and multiplexing/demultiplexing, and performs various types of signal processing of layers (such as
L1, medium access control (MAC), radio link control (RLC) and a packet data convergence protocol (PDCP)). The BB
processor 2326 may have a part or all of the above-described logic functions instead of the controller 2321. The BB
processor 2326 may be a memory that stores a communication control program, or a module that includes a processor
and a relevant circuit configured to execute the program. Updating the program may allow the functions of the BB
processor 2326 to be changed. The module may be a card or blade that is inserted into a slot of the base station apparatus
2320. Alternatively, the module may also be a chip that is installed on the card or the blade. Meanwhile, the RF circuit
2327 may include, for example, a mixer, a filter and an amplifier, and transmits and receives radio signals via the antenna
2310.
[0219] As illustrated in Figure 23, the radio communication interface 2325 may include multiple BB processors 2326.
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For example, the multiple BB processors 2326 may be compatible with multiple frequency bands used by the eNB 2300.
As illustrated in Figure 23, the radio communication interface 2325 may include multiple RF circuits 2327. For example,
multiple RF circuits 2327 may be compatible with multiple antenna elements. Although Figure 23 illustrates the example
in which the radio communication interface 2325 includes the multiple BB processors 2326 and the multiple RF circuits
2327, the radio communication interface 2325 may also include a single BB processor 2326 or a single RF circuit 2327.

(Second Application Example)

[0220] Figure 24 is a block diagram illustrating a second example of an exemplary configuration of an eNB to which
the technology of the present disclosure may be applied. An eNB 2430 includes one or more antennas 2440, a base
station apparatus 2450 and an RRH 2460. The RRH 2460 and each antenna 2440 may be connected to each other via
an RF cable. The base station 2450 and the RRH 2460 may be connected to each other via a high speed line such as
an optical fiber cable.
[0221] Each of the antennas 2440 includes a single or multiple antenna elements (such as multiple antenna elements
included in a MIMO antenna), and is used for the RRH 2460 to transmit and receive radio signals. As illustrated in Figure
24, the eNB 2430 may include multiple antennas 2440. For example, the multiple antennas 2440 may be compatible
with multiple frequency bands used by the eNB 2430. Although Figure 24 illustrates the example in which the eNB 2430
includes the multiple antennas 2440, the eNB 2430 may also include a single antenna 2440.
[0222] The base station apparatus 2450 includes a controller 2451, a memory 2452, a network interface 2453, a radio
communication interface 2455 and a connection interface 2457. The controller 2451, the memory 2452 and the network
interface 2453 are the same as the controller 2321, the memory 2322 and the network interface 2323 described with
reference to Figure 23.
[0223] The radio communication interface 2455 support any cellular communication scheme (such as LTE and LTE-
Advanced), and provides radio communication to a terminal positioned in a sector corresponding to the RRH 2460 via
the RRH 2460 and the antenna 2440. The radio communication interface 2455 may typically include, for example a BB
processor 2456. The BB processor 2456 is the same as the BB processor 2326 described with reference to Figure 23,
except the BB processor 2456 is connected to the RF circuit 2464 of the RRH 2460 via the connection interface 2457.
As illustrated in Figure 24, the radio communication interface 2455 may include multiple BB processors 2456. For
example, the multiple BB processors 2456 may be compatible with multiple frequency bands used by the eNB 2430.
Although Figure 24 shows the example in which the radio communication interface 2455 includes the multiple processors
2456, the radio communication interface 2455 may also include a single BB processor 2456.
[0224] The connection interface 2457 is an interface for connecting the base station apparatus 2450 (the radio com-
munication interface 2455) to the RRH 2460. The connection interface 2457 may also be a communication module for
communication in the above-described high speed line that connects the base station apparatus 2450 (the radio com-
munication interface 2455) to the RRH 2460.
[0225] The RRH 2460 includes a connection interface 2461 and a radio communication interface 2463.
[0226] The connection interface 2461 is an interface for connecting the RRH 2460 (the radio communication interface
2463) to the base station apparatus 2450. The connection interface 2461 may also be a communication module for
communication in the above-described high speed line.
[0227] The radio communication interface 2463 transmits and receives radio signals via the antenna 2440. The radio
communication interface 2463 may typically include, for example, an RF circuit 2464. The RF circuit 2464 may include,
for example, a mixer, a filter and an amplifier, and transmits and receives radio signals via the antenna 2440. As illustrated
in Figure 24, the radio communication interface 2463 may include multiple RF circuits 2464. For example, multiple RF
circuits 2464 may support multiple antenna elements. Although Figure 24 illustrates the example in which the radio
communication interface 2463 includes the multiple RF circuits 2464, the radio communication interface 2463 may also
include a single RF circuit 2464.
[0228] In the eNB 2300 and the eNB 2430 shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24, units relevant to the transmission function
included in the apparatus on the base station side/cluster head side, for example, various types of information transmitting
units and information receiving units, may be implemented by the radio communication interface 2325 and the radio
communication interface 2455 and/or the radio communication interface 2463. At least a part of the functions may also
be implemented by the controller 2321 and the controller 2451. In addition, units relevant to control and processing
functions, for example, control units (the resource scheduler and various types of information generating units and so
on), in the apparatus on the base station apparatus side, may be implemented by the controller 2321 and the controller
2451.
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[5-2. Application Examples Regarding User Equipment]

(First Application Example)

[0229] Figure 25 is a block diagram illustrating an example of exemplary configuration of a smartphone 2500 to which
the technology of the present disclosure may be applied. The smartphone 2500 includes a processor 2501, a memory
2502, a storage 2503, an external connection interface 2504, a camera 2506, a sensor 2507, a microphone 2508, an
input device 2509, a display device 2510, a speaker 2511, a radio communication interface 2512, one or more antenna
switches 2515, one or more antennas 2516, a bus 2517, a battery 2518 and an auxiliary controller 2519.
[0230] The processor 2501 may be, for example, a CPU or a system on chip (SoC), and controls functions of an
application layer and another layer of the smartphone 2500. The memory 2502 includes RAM and ROM, and stores a
program that is executed by the processor 2501, and data. The storage 2503 may include a storage medium, such as
a semiconductor memory and a hard disk. The external connection interface 2504 is an interface for connecting an
external device such as a memory card or a universal serial bus (USB) device to the smartphone 2500.
[0231] The camera 2506 includes an image sensor (such as a charge coupled apparatus (CCD) and a complementary
metal oxide conductor (CMOS)), and generates a captured image. The sensor 2507 may include a group of sensors,
such as a measurement sensor, a gyro sensor, a geomagnetic sensor and an acceleration sensor. The microphone
2508 converts sounds that are input to the smartphone 2500 to audio signals. The input device 2509 includes, for
example, a touch sensor configured to detect touch onto a screen of the display device 2510, a keypad, a keyboard, a
button or a switch, and receives an operation or information input from a user. The display device 2510 includes a screen
(such as a liquid crystal display (LCD) and an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display), and displays an output image
of the smartphone 2500. The speaker 2511 converts audio signals that are output from the smartphone 2500 to sounds.
[0232] The radio communication interface 2512 supports any cellular communication scheme (such as LTE and LTE-
Advanced), and performs radio communication. The radio communication interface 2512 may typically include, for
example, a BB processor 2513 and an RF circuit 2514. The BB processor 2513 may perform, for example, encoding/de-
coding, modulating/demodulating and multiplexing/demultiplexing, and performs various types of signal processing for
radio communication. Meanwhile, The RF circuit 2514 may include, for example, a mixer, a filter and an amplifier, and
transmits and receives radio signals via the antenna 2516. The radio communication interface 2512 may be one chip
module having the BB processor 2513 and the RF circuit 2514 integrated thereon. As illustrated in Figure 25, the radio
communication interface 2512 may include multiple BB processors 2513 and multiple RF circuits 2514. Although Figure
25 illustrates the example in which the radio communication interface 2512 includes the multiple BB processors 2513
and the multiple RF circuits 2514, the radio communication interface 2512 may also include a single BB processor 2513
or a single RF circuit 2514.
[0233] Furthermore, in addition to the cellular communication scheme, the radio communication interface 2512 may
support another type of radio communication scheme, such as a short-distance radio communication scheme, a near
field communication scheme and a wireless local area network (LAN) scheme. In this case, the radio communication
interface 2512 may include the BB processor 2513 and the RF circuit 2514 for each radio communication scheme.
[0234] Each of the antenna switches 2515 switches connection destinations of the antennas 2516 among multiple
circuits (such as circuits for different radio communication schemes) included in the radio communication interface 2512.
[0235] Each of the antennas 2516 includes a single or multiple antenna elements (such as multiple antenna elements
included in a MIMO antenna), and is used for the radio communication interface 2512 to transmit and receive radio
signals. As illustrated in Figure 25, the smartphone 2500 may include multiple antennas 2516. Although Figure 25
illustrates the example in which the smartphone 2500 includes the multiple antennas 2516, the smartphone 2500 may
also include a single antenna 2516.
[0236] Furthermore, the smartphone 2500 may include antennas 2516 for each radio communication scheme. In that
case, the antenna switches 2515 may be omitted from the configuration of the smartphone 2500..
[0237] The bus 2517 connects the processor 2501, the memory 2502, the storage 2503, the external connection
interface 2504, the camera 2506, the sensor 2507, the microphone 2508, the input device 2509, the display device 2510,
the speaker 2511, the radio communication interface 2512 and the auxiliary controller 2519 to each other. The battery
2518 supplies power to blocks of the smartphone 2500 illustrated in Figure 25 via feeder lines, which are partially shown
as dashed lines in Figure 25. The auxiliary controller 2519 operates a minimum necessary function of the smartphone
2500, for example, in a sleep mode.
[0238] In the smartphone 2500 illustrated in Figure 25, units relevant to the signal transceiving function, for example,
a signal transceiving unit (a receiving unit and a transmitting unit and so on), in the apparatus on the user equipment
side may be implemented by the radio communication interface 2512. At least a part of the functions may also be
implemented by the processor 2501 or the auxiliary controller 2519. In addition, units relevant to control and processing
functions, for example, control units (a resource determining unit, a resource selecting unit, an encoding and decoding
unit and an information generating unit and so on), in the apparatus on the user equipment side, may be implemented
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by the processor 2501 or the auxiliary controller 2519.

(Second Application Example)

[0239] Figure 26 is a block diagram illustrating an example of exemplary configuration of a car navigation apparatus
2620 to which the technology of the present disclosure may be applied. The car navigation apparatus 2620 includes a
processor 2621, a memory 2622, a global positioning system (GPS) module 2624, a sensor 2625, a data interface 2626,
a content player 2627, a storage medium interface 2628, an input device 2629, a display device 2630, a speaker 2631,
a radio communication interface 2633, one or more antenna switches 2636, one or more antennas 2637 and a battery
2638.
[0240] The processor 2621 may be, for example, a CPU or a SoC, and controls a navigation function and another
function of the car navigation apparatus 2620. The memory 2622 includes RAM and ROM, and store a program that is
executed by the processor 2621, and data.
[0241] The GPS module 2624 uses GPS signals received from a GPS satellite to measure a position (such as latitude,
longitude and altitude) of the car navigation apparatus 2620. The sensor 2625 may include a group of sensors, such as
a gyro sensor, a geomagnetic sensor and an air pressure sensor. The data interface 2626 is connected to, for example,
an in-vehicle network 2641 via a terminal that is not shown, and acquires data generated by a vehicle (such as vehicle
speed data).
[0242] The content player 2627 reproduces content stored in a storage medium (such as a CD and a DVD) that is
inserted into the storage medium interface 2628. The input device 2629 includes, for example, a touch sensor configured
to detect touch onto a screen of the display device 2630, a button or a switch, and receives an operation or information
input from a user. The display device 2630 includes a screen such as an LCD or an OLED display, and displays an
image of the navigation function or content that is reproduced. The speaker 2631 outputs sounds of the navigation
function or the content that is reproduced.
[0243] The radio communication interface 2633 supports any cellular communication scheme (such as LTE and LTE-
Advanced), and performs radio communication. The radio communication interface 2633 may typically include, for
example, a BB processor 2634 and an RF circuit 2635. The BB processor 2634 may perform, for example, encoding/de-
coding, modulating/demodulating and multiplexing/demultiplexing, and performs various types of signal processing for
radio communication. Meanwhile, The RF circuit 2635 may include, for example, a mixer, a filter and an amplifier, and
transmits and receives radio signals via the antenna 2637. The radio communication interface 2633 may also be one
chip module that has the BB processor 2634 and the RF circuit 2635 integrated thereon. As illustrated in Figure 26, the
radio communication interface 2633 may include multiple BB processors 2634 and multiple RF circuits 2635. Although
Figure 26 shows the example in which the radio communication interface 2633 includes the multiple BB processors
2634 and the multiple RF circuits 2635, the radio communication interface 2633 may also include a single BB processor
2634 or a single RF circuit 2635.
[0244] Furthermore, in addition to a cellular communication scheme, the radio communication interface 2633 may
support another type of radio communication scheme, such as a short-distance radio communication scheme, a near
field communication scheme and a wireless LAN scheme. In this case, the radio communication interface 2633 may
include the BB processor 2634 and the RF circuit 2635 for each radio communication scheme.
[0245] Each of the antenna switches 2636 switches connection destinations of the antenna 2637 among multiple
circuits (such as circuits for different radio communication schemes) included in the radio communication interface 2633.
[0246] Each of the antennas 2637 includes a single or multiple antenna elements (such as multiple antenna elements
included in a MIMO antenna), and is used for the radio communication interface 2633 to transmit and receive radio
signals. As illustrated in Figure 26, the car navigation apparatus 2620 may include the multiple antennas 2637. Although
Figure 26 illustrates the example in which the car navigation apparatus 2620 includes the multiple antennas 2637, the
car navigation apparatus 2620 may include a single antenna 2637.
[0247] Furthermore, the car navigation apparatus 2620 may include the antenna 2637 for each radio communication
scheme. In that case, the antenna switches 2636 may be omitted from the configuration of the car navigation apparatus
2620..
[0248] A battery 2638 supplies power to blocks of the car navigation apparatus 2620 shown in Figure 26 via feeder
lines that are partially shown as dashed lines in Figure 26. The battery 2638 accumulates power supplied from the vehicle.
[0249] In the car navigation apparatus 2620 illustrated in Figure 26, units relevant to the signal transceiving function,
for example the signal transceiving unit (a receiving unit and a transmitting unit and so on), in the apparatus on the user
equipment side, may be implemented by the radio communication interface 2633. At least a part of the functions may
also be implemented by the processor 2621. In addition, units relevant to control and processing functions, for example,
control units (a resource determining unit, a resource selecting unit, an encoding and decoding unit, an information
generating unit and so on), in the apparatus on the user equipment side, may be implemented by the processor 2621.
[0250] The technology of the present disclosure may also be realized as an in-vehicle system (or a vehicle) 2640
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including one or more blocks of the car navigation apparatus 2620, the in-vehicle network 2641 and a vehicle module
2642. The vehicle module 2642 generates vehicle data such as a vehicle speed, an engine speed and trouble information,
and outputs the generated data to the in-vehicle network 2641.
[0251] Preferred embodiments of the disclosure have been described above with reference to the drawings, but the
disclosure is not limited to the above examples of course. Those skilled in the art may devise various alternations and
modifications within the scope of the appended claims, and it should be understood that these alternations and modifi-
cations would naturally fall within the technical scope of the disclosure.
[0252] For example, multiple functions included in one unit in the above embodiments may be implemented by sep-
arated apparatuses. Alternatively, multiple functions implemented by multiple units in the above embodiments may be
implemented by separated apparatuses respectively. Furthermore, one of the above functions may be implemented by
multiple units. Without saying, such configuration is included in the technical scope of the disclosure.
[0253] In this specification, the steps described in the flow charts include not only processes performed in the sequential
order as described chronically, but also processes performed concurrently or separately but not necessarily chronically.
Further, even in the steps processed chronically, without saying, the order can be appropriately changed.
[0254] In addition, the present disclosure may be also configured as follows.

1. An apparatus in a wireless communication system, the apparatus comprising:

a configuration information generating unit configured to generate configuration information for a user equipment
performing device to device communication, the configuration information comprising retransmission number
relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to
the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device
communication; and
a transmitting unit configured to transmit the generated configuration information to the user equipment per-
forming device to device communication.

2. The apparatus according to Item 1, wherein the apparatus further comprises a system information generating
unit configured to comprise the configuration information in a system information block, and the transmitting unit is
configured to transmit the system information block to the user equipment performing device to device communi-
cation.

3. The apparatus according to Item 1 or 2, further comprising:
a resource scheduler configured to allocate transmission resources for signal transmission of the user equipment
performing device to device communication, wherein the transmitting unit is further configured to transmit indication
information of the transmission resources to a transmitting user equipment performing device to device communi-
cation, and the transmission resources comprise first transmission resource for first signal transmission of the user
equipment performing device to device communication.

4. The apparatus according to Item 3, further comprising:
a resource allocation information generating unit configured to generate downlink control information or random
access response information comprising the indication information of the transmission resources, wherein the trans-
mitting unit is further configured to transmit the downlink control information or the random access response infor-
mation to the transmitting user equipment performing device to device communication via a corresponding channel
to indicate the transmission resources for device to device communication, and the resource allocation information
generating unit comprises indication information of the first transmission resource in the downlink control information
or the random access response information.

5. The apparatus according to Item 4, wherein the indication information of the transmission resources corresponds
to uplink grant information carried by downlink control information format 0.

6. The apparatus according to any one of Items 3 to 5, wherein the resource scheduler allocates resources close
to a physical uplink control channel in an uplink channel to the user equipment performing device to device com-
munication as the transmission resources.

7. The apparatus according to Item 3, wherein the transmission resources allocated by the resource scheduler
further comprise retransmission resources for signal retransmission of the user equipment performing device to
device communication, and a frequency span between each of the retransmission resources and a last transmission
resource satisfies a predetermined condition.
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8. The apparatus according to Item 6, wherein the resource scheduler determines a closeness degree of the trans-
mission resources for device to device communication to the physical uplink control channel according to a distance
from the user equipment performing device to device communication to a base station.

9. The apparatus according to Item 2, wherein the system information generating unit further comprises configuration
information of a resource pool for signal transmission in device to device communication in the system information
block.

10. The apparatus according to Item 1 or 2, wherein the configuration information generating unit is further configured
to comprise, a retransmission frequency hopping indication flag indicating whether to apply frequency hopping
technology to signal retransmission in device to device communication, in the configuration information, and in a
case that the frequency hopping technology is to be applied, frequencies of each of the retransmission resources
for signal retransmission and a last transmission resource are at least different.

11. The apparatus according to any one of Items 3 to 8, wherein the resource scheduler is further configured to
determine whether to apply frequency hopping technology to signal retransmission in device to device communication
to allocate the transmission resources to the user equipment performing device to device communication, and the
transmitting unit is further configured to transmit, to the transmitting user equipment performing device to device
communication, the indication information of the transmission resources comprising a retransmission frequency
hopping indication flag indicating whether to apply the frequency hopping technology, and in a case that the frequency
hopping technology is to be applied, frequencies of each of the retransmission resources for signal retransmission
and a last transmission resource are at least different.

12. The apparatus according to Item 3, further comprising:
a cell bandwidth configuration information acquiring unit configured to acquire cell bandwidth configuration informa-
tion of cells where respective user equipments performing device to device communication are located to represent
the transmission resources with unified indexes for respective user equipments.

13. The apparatus according to Item 9, wherein the configuration information of the resource pool for respective
user equipments is the same.

14. The apparatus according to any one of Items 2 to 13, wherein configuration of the retransmission number relevant
information is the same in all the user equipments.

15. The apparatus according to any one of Items 2 to 13, wherein the signal transmission of device to device
communication comprise at least one of device to device data transmission, scheduling assignment information
transmission and discovery signal transmission.

16. The apparatus according to Item 1 or 2, wherein the transmitting unit is further configured to transmit information
of a discovery period of a discovery signal for device to device communication to the user equipment performing
device to device communication, and the user equipment performing device to device communication transmits the
discovery signal in the discovery period.

17. The apparatus according to Item 16, further comprising:

a time-frequency resource allocation scheme selecting unit configured to select a time-frequency resource
allocation scheme for transmission of the discovery signal according to a resource allocation manner,
wherein the transmitting unit further transmits the time-frequency resource allocation scheme to the user equip-
ment performing device to device communication.

18. The apparatus according to Item 16 or 17, wherein a plurality of user equipments performing device to device
communication share a transmission resource pool for the discovery signal, the configuration information further
comprises information of the transmission resource pool for the discovery signal, and
the configuration information is comprised in a system information block to be broadcast, so as to be provided to
the plurality of user equipments performing device to device communication.

19. The apparatus according to Item 16 or 17, wherein the apparatus divides, according to user equipments requesting
to perform device to device communication, a transmission resource pool for the discovery signal into a plurality of
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sub resource pools orthogonal to each other, and allocates the plurality of sub resource pools to the user equipments
requesting to perform device to device communication respectively, and the transmitting unit is configured to transmit
configuration information of the sub resource pools and configuration information of the discovery period to the user
equipments requesting to perform device to device communication through dedicated signaling.

20. The apparatus according to Item 1, wherein the apparatus is a user equipment participating in device to device
communication, and the transmitting unit is further configured to comprise the configuration information in scheduling
assignment information to notify a counterpart user equipment performing device to device communication with the
apparatus of the retransmission number relevant information.

21. The apparatus according to Item 20, wherein configuration of the retransmission number relevant information
is different among respective user equipments.

22. An apparatus on user equipment side in a wireless communication system, the apparatus comprising:

a signal transceiving unit configured to receive configuration information comprising retransmission number
relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to
the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device
communication; and
a controlling unit configured to control, according to the received retransmission number relevant information,
the signal transceiving unit to repeatedly transmit a signal to a counterpart user equipment.

23. The apparatus according to Item 22, wherein the received configuration information further comprises configu-
ration information of a discovery period, the controlling unit controls, according to the configuration information of
the discovery period and the retransmission number relevant information, the signal transceiving unit to repeatedly
transmit a discovery signal, and the user equipments performing device to device communication transmit the
discovery signal in the discovery period.

24. The apparatus according to Item 22, wherein the signal transceiving unit is further configured to receive indication
information of transmission resources allocated to perform device to device communication with the counterpart
user equipment, the indication information of the transmission resources comprises a first transmission resource
indication indicating first transmission resource for first signal transmission, and the controlling unit is further con-
figured to control, based on the indication information of the transmission resources, the signal transceiving unit to
transmit the signal to the counterpart user equipment using corresponding transmission resources.

25. The apparatus according to Item 24, wherein the indication information of the transmission resources further
comprises a retransmission frequency hopping indication flag indicating whether to apply frequency hopping tech-
nology to signal retransmission, the controlling unit determines retransmission resources for signal retransmission
based on the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag and the first transmission resource indication, and
generates scheduling assignment information for the counterpart user equipment to be transmitted by the signal
transceiving unit, the scheduling assignment information comprising at least the first transmission resource indication
and the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag for the counterpart user equipment to determine the first
transmission resource and the retransmission resources, and in a case that the retransmission frequency hopping
indication flag indicates that the frequency hopping technology is to be applied to the retransmission, frequencies
of each of the retransmission resources and a last transmission resource are at least different.

26. The apparatus according to Item 24, wherein the controlling unit determines whether to apply frequency hopping
technology to signal retransmission to the counterpart user equipment, determines retransmission resources for
signal retransmission based on the first transmission resource indication, and generates scheduling assignment
information for the counterpart user equipment to be transmitted by the signal transceiving unit, and in a case that
the frequency hopping technology is determined to be applied to the signal retransmission, frequencies of each of
the retransmission resources and a last transmission resource are at least different.

27. The apparatus according to Item 26, wherein the controlling unit further generates a retransmission frequency
hopping indication flag to indicate whether to apply frequency hopping technology to signal retransmission to the
counterpart user equipment, and the scheduling assignment information comprises at least the first transmission
resource indication and the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag for the counterpart user equipment to
determine the first transmission resource and the retransmission resources.
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28. The apparatus according to Item 24, wherein the controlling unit is configured to map the first transmission
resource indication to an area for device to device communication in an uplink transmission bandwidth, and a
frequency corresponding to the mapped first transmission resource is close to a physical uplink control channel.

29. The apparatus according to Item 24, wherein the indication information of the transmission resources further
comprises a retransmission resource indication indicating retransmission resources for signal retransmission.

30. The apparatus according to Item 22, wherein the configuration information further comprises configuration
information of a data signal resource pool for data signal transmission in device to device communication, and
the controlling unit selects from the data signal resource pool data signal transmission resources for performing
data signal transmission with the counterpart user equipment, and the controlling unit further generates scheduling
assignment information comprising information relevant to the data signal transmission resources to be transmitted
to the counterpart user equipment by the signal transceiving unit, and the information relevant to the data signal
transmission resources comprises a first transmission resource indication indicating first transmission resource for
first transmission of a data signal.

31. The apparatus according to Item 30, wherein the configuration information further comprises a retransmission
frequency hopping indication flag indicating whether to apply frequency hopping technology to signal retransmission,
the controlling unit determines retransmission resources for signal retransmission based on the retransmission
frequency hopping indication flag and the first transmission resource indication, and generates scheduling assign-
ment information for the counterpart user equipment to be transmitted by the signal transceiving unit, the scheduling
assignment information comprises at least the first transmission resource indication for the counterpart user equip-
ment to determine the first transmission resource and the retransmission resources, and in a case that the retrans-
mission frequency hopping indication flag indicates that the frequency hopping technology is to be applied, frequen-
cies of each of the retransmission resources and a last transmission resource are at least different.

32. The apparatus according to Item 30, wherein the controlling unit determines whether to apply frequency hopping
technology to signal retransmission to the counterpart user equipment, determines retransmission resources for
signal retransmission based on the first transmission resource indication, and generates scheduling assignment
information for the counterpart user equipment to be transmitted by the signal transceiving unit, and in a case that
the frequency hopping technology is determined to be applied to the signal retransmission, frequencies of each of
the retransmission resources and a last transmission resource are at least different.

33. The apparatus according to any one of Items 25, 26, 31 and 32, wherein the controlling unit determines the
retransmission resources based on whether to apply the frequency hopping technology to retransmission, the first
transmission resource indication and a predetermined hopping function.

34. The apparatus according to Item 33, wherein the predetermined hopping function comprises a frequency hopping
parameter for determining a bandwidth spanned between each of the retransmission resources and a last trans-
mission resource, and
wherein the frequency hopping parameter is determined by the apparatus, and the scheduling assignment information
comprises the frequency hopping parameter for the counterpart user equipment to determine the retransmission
resources.

35. The apparatus according to Item 33 or 34, wherein the controlling unit further generates a retransmission
frequency hopping indication flag to indicate whether to apply the frequency hopping technology to signal retrans-
mission to the counterpart user equipment, and the scheduling assignment information comprises at least the first
transmission resource indication and the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag for the counterpart user
equipment to determine the first transmission resource and the retransmission resources.

36. The apparatus according to Item 31 or 32, wherein in a case that it is determined to apply the frequency hopping
technology to retransmission, the controlling unit selects from the data signal resource pool resource blocks with
the number of retransmissions having continuous frequencies for performing multi-transmission to the counterpart
user equipment.

37. The apparatus according to Item 24, wherein the signal transceiving unit is further configured to receive cell
bandwidth configuration information of a cell where the counterpart user equipment is located, and the controlling
unit is further configured to map the first transmission resource onto a physical uplink sharing channel corresponding
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to configuration information of a smallest cell bandwidth according to the received cell bandwidth configuration
information, and determines retransmission resources for signal retransmission based on the smallest cell bandwidth,
and a frequency span between each of the retransmission resources and a last transmission resource is larger than
a predetermined threshold and smaller than the smallest cell bandwidth.

38. The apparatus according to Item 23, wherein the signal transceiving unit is further configured to receive, from
a base station, a time-frequency resource allocation scheme for transmission of a discovery signal in device to
device communication, and
wherein the controlling unit further controls, according to the received time-frequency resource allocation scheme,
the signal transceiving unit to repeatedly transmit the discovery signal.

39. The apparatus according to Item 23 or 38, wherein the signal transceiving unit further receives broadcast
information comprising a discovery signal resource pool, and the controlling unit randomly selects first transmission
resource for first transmission of the discovery signal from the discovery signal resource pool, and periodically
selects, based on a predetermined hopping function, retransmission resources with the number of retransmissions,
each of which is different from the last transmission resource both in time domain and frequency domain, within the
discovery period.

40. The apparatus according to Item 23 or 38, wherein the received configuration information further comprises
configuration information of a discovery signal sub resource pool, the signal transceiving unit receives the configu-
ration information through dedicated signaling, the controlling unit randomly selects first transmission resource for
the discovery signal from the discovery signal sub resource pool, and periodically selects, based on a predetermined
hopping function, retransmission resources with the number of retransmissions, each of which is different from the
last transmission resource both in time domain and frequency domain, within the discovery period, and the discovery
signal sub resource pool is a subset of a discovery signal resource pool shared by all the user equipments performing
device to device communication.

41. The apparatus according to Item 22, wherein the controlling unit is further configured to control the signal
transceiving unit to repeatedly transmit, according to the retransmission number relevant information, scheduling
assignment information to the counterpart user equipment using preconfigured scheduling assignment information
resources.

42. An apparatus on user equipment side in a wireless communication system, the apparatus comprising:

a signal transceiving unit configured to receive configuration information comprising retransmission number
relevant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to
the number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device
communication; and
a controlling unit configured to control, according to the received retransmission number relevant information,
the signal transceiving unit to receive all signals transmitted from a counterpart user equipment.

43. The apparatus according to Item 42, wherein the received configuration information further comprises information
of a discovery signal resource pool and a discovery period, the controlling unit controls, according to the discovery
signal resource pool, the discovery period and the retransmission number relevant information, the signal transceiving
unit to receive a discovery signal, and the user equipments performing device to device communication transmit
the discovery signal in the discovery period.

44. The apparatus according to Item 43, wherein the signal transceiving unit listens to a frequency domain range
corresponding to the discovery signal resource pool within the discovery period, and in a case that the discovery
signal from the counterpart user equipment is received for the first time, the controlling unit determines, based on
a predetermined hopping function and time-frequency resources where the discovery signal is located, time-fre-
quency resources for a retransmitted discovery signal.

45. The apparatus according to Item 43, wherein the controlling unit jointly decodes all discovery signals received
from the counterpart user equipment to acquire information contained in the discovery signals.

46. The apparatus according to Item 42, wherein the controlling unit is further configured to control the signal
transceiving unit to receive, according to the retransmission number relevant information, all scheduling assignment
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information from the counterpart user equipment using preconfigured scheduling assignment information resources.

47. The apparatus according to Item 46, wherein the controlling unit determines first transmission resource and
retransmission resources for a data signal based on the scheduling assignment information, and
wherein the controlling unit further controls, according to the determined first transmission resource and retrans-
mission resources for the data signal, the signal transceiving unit to receive all data signals transmitted from the
counterpart user equipment.

48. The apparatus according to Item 47, wherein the controlling unit determines transmission resources for each of
data signal transmissions based on the scheduling assignment information and a predetermined hopping function,
controls the signal transceiving unit to receive the data signal from the counterpart user equipment using corre-
sponding transmission resources, and jointly decodes all the data signals received by the signal transceiving unit
to acquire data from the counterpart user equipment.

49. A method in a wireless communication system, comprising:

a configuration information generating step of generating configuration information for a user equipment per-
forming device to device communication, the configuration information comprising retransmission number rel-
evant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the
number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device com-
munication; and
a transmitting step of transmitting the generated configuration information to the user equipment performing
device to device communication.

50. A method in a wireless communication system, comprising:

a signal transceiving step of receiving configuration information comprising retransmission number relevant
information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number
of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device communication;
and
a controlling step of controlling, according to the received retransmission number relevant information, to re-
peatedly transmit a signal to a counterpart user equipment in the signal transceiving step.

51. A method in a wireless communication system, comprising:

a signal transceiving step of receiving configuration information comprising retransmission number relevant
information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number
of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device communication;
and
a controlling step of controlling, according to the received retransmission number relevant information, to receive
all signals transmitted from a counterpart user equipment in the signal transceiving step.

CLAUSES

[0255]

1. An apparatus in a wireless communication system, the apparatus comprising circuitry configured to:

generate configuration information for a user equipment performing device to device communication, the con-
figuration information comprising retransmission number relevant information, wherein the retransmission
number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal transmis-
sion between user equipments performing device to device communication; and
transmit the generated configuration information to the user equipment performing device to device communi-
cation.

2. An apparatus on user equipment side in a wireless communication system, the apparatus comprising circuitry
configured to:
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receive configuration information comprising retransmission number relevant information, wherein the retrans-
mission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal
transmission between user equipments performing device to device communication; and
control, according to the received retransmission number relevant information, repeatedly transmitting a signal
to a counterpart user equipment.

3. The apparatus according to clause 2, wherein the circuitry is further configured to receive indication information
of transmission resources allocated to perform device to device communication with the counterpart user equipment,
the indication information of the transmission resources comprises a first transmission resource indication indicating
first transmission resource for first signal transmission, and control, based on the indication information of the
transmission resources, to transmit the signal to the counterpart user equipment using corresponding transmission
resources.

4. The apparatus according to clause 3, wherein the indication information of the transmission resources further
comprises a retransmission frequency hopping indication flag indicating whether to apply frequency hopping tech-
nology to signal retransmission, the circuitry determines retransmission resources for signal retransmission based
on the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag and the first transmission resource indication, and generates
scheduling assignment information for the counterpart user equipment to be transmitted, the scheduling assignment
information comprising at least the first transmission resource indication and the retransmission frequency hopping
indication flag for the counterpart user equipment to determine the first transmission resource and the retransmission
resources, and in a case that the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag indicates that the frequency
hopping technology is to be applied to the retransmission, frequencies of each of the retransmission resources and
a last transmission resource are at least different.

5. The apparatus according to clause 3, wherein the circuitry determines whether to apply frequency hopping
technology to signal retransmission to the counterpart user equipment, determines retransmission resources for
signal retransmission based on the first transmission resource indication, and generates scheduling assignment
information for the counterpart user equipment to be transmitted, and in a case that the frequency hopping technology
is determined to be applied to the signal retransmission, frequencies of each of the retransmission resources and
a last transmission resource are at least different.

6. The apparatus according to clause 5, wherein the circuitry further generates a retransmission frequency hopping
indication flag to indicate whether to apply frequency hopping technology to signal retransmission to the counterpart
user equipment, and the scheduling assignment information comprises at least the first transmission resource
indication and the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag for the counterpart user equipment to determine
the first transmission resource and the retransmission resources.

7. The apparatus according to clause 3, wherein the indication information of the transmission resources further
comprises a retransmission resource indication indicating retransmission resources for signal retransmission.

8. The apparatus according to clause 2, wherein the configuration information further comprises configuration in-
formation of a data signal resource pool for data signal transmission in device to device communication, and
the circuitry selects from the data signal resource pool data signal transmission resources for performing data signal
transmission with the counterpart user equipment, and further generates scheduling assignment information com-
prising information relevant to the data signal transmission resources to be transmitted to the counterpart user
equipment, and the information relevant to the data signal transmission resources comprises a first transmission
resource indication indicating first transmission resource for first transmission of a data signal.

9. The apparatus according to clause 8, wherein the configuration information further comprises a retransmission
frequency hopping indication flag indicating whether to apply frequency hopping technology to signal retransmission,
the circuitry determines retransmission resources for signal retransmission based on the retransmission frequency
hopping indication flag and the first transmission resource indication, and generates scheduling assignment infor-
mation for the counterpart user equipment to be transmitted, the scheduling assignment information comprises at
least the first transmission resource indication for the counterpart user equipment to determine the first transmission
resource and the retransmission resources, and in a case that the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag
indicates that the frequency hopping technology is to be applied, frequencies of each of the retransmission resources
and a last transmission resource are at least different.
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10. The apparatus according to clause 8, wherein the circuitry determines whether to apply frequency hopping
technology to signal retransmission to the counterpart user equipment, determines retransmission resources for
signal retransmission based on the first transmission resource indication, and generates scheduling assignment
information for the counterpart user equipment to be transmitted, and in a case that the frequency hopping technology
is determined to be applied to the signal retransmission, frequencies of each of the retransmission resources and
a last transmission resource are at least different.

11. The apparatus according to any one of clauses 4, 5, 9 and 10, wherein the circuitry determines the retransmission
resources based on whether to apply the frequency hopping technology to retransmission, the first transmission
resource indication and a predetermined hopping function.

12. The apparatus according to clause 11, wherein the predetermined hopping function comprises a frequency
hopping parameter for determining a bandwidth spanned between each of the retransmission resources and a last
transmission resource, and
wherein the frequency hopping parameter is determined by the apparatus, and the scheduling assignment information
comprises the frequency hopping parameter for the counterpart user equipment to determine the retransmission
resources.

13. The apparatus according to clause 11 or 12, wherein the circuitry further generates a retransmission frequency
hopping indication flag to indicate whether to apply the frequency hopping technology to signal retransmission to
the counterpart user equipment, and the scheduling assignment information comprises at least the first transmission
resource indication and the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag for the counterpart user equipment to
determine the first transmission resource and the retransmission resources.

14. A method in a wireless communication system, comprising:

a configuration information generating step of generating configuration information for a user equipment per-
forming device to device communication, the configuration information comprising retransmission number rel-
evant information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the
number of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device com-
munication; and
a transmitting step of transmitting the generated configuration information to the user equipment performing
device to device communication.

15. A method in a wireless communication system, comprising:

a signal transceiving step of receiving configuration information comprising retransmission number relevant
information, wherein the retransmission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number
of retransmissions of signal transmission between user equipments performing device to device communication;
and
a controlling step of controlling, according to the received retransmission number relevant information, to re-
peatedly transmit a signal to a counterpart user equipment or to receive all signals transmitted from a counterpart
user equipment.

Claims

1. An apparatus in a wireless communication system, the apparatus comprising:
circuitry configured to:

generate configuration information for a user equipment performing device to device communication, the con-
figuration information comprising retransmission number relevant information, wherein the retransmission
number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal transmis-
sion between user equipments performing device to device communication;
transmit the generated configuration information to the user equipment performing device to device communi-
cation,
allocate transmission resources for signal transmission of the user equipment performing device to device
communication; and
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transmit indication information of the transmission resources to a transmitting user equipment performing device
to device communication,
wherein the transmission resources comprise a first transmission resource for first signal transmission of the
user equipment performing device to device communication, and
wherein the transmission resources allocated by a resource scheduler further comprise retransmission resources
for signal retransmission of the user equipment performing device to device communication, and a frequency
span between each of the retransmission resources and a last transmission resource satisfies a predetermined
condition.

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the circuitry is further configured to generate downlink control information
or random access response information comprising the indication information of the transmission resources, transmit
the downlink control information or the random access response information to the transmitting user equipment
performing device to device communication via a corresponding channel to indicate the transmission resources for
device to device communication, and comprise indication information of the first transmission resource in the downlink
control information or the random access response information.

3. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the signal transmission of device to device communication comprise
at least one of device to device data transmission, scheduling assignment information transmission, and discovery
signal transmission.

4. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the apparatus is a user equipment participating in device to device
communication, and the circuitry is further configured to comprise the configuration information in scheduling as-
signment information to notify a counterpart user equipment performing device to device communication with the
apparatus of the retransmission number relevant information.

5. The apparatus according to claim 4, wherein configuration of the retransmission number relevant information is
different among respective user equipments.

6. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the frequency span is maximized or is an integral multiple of the number
of subbands.

7. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the frequency span is greater than a predetermined threshold and less
than a smallest cell bandwidth.

8. An apparatus on user equipment side in a wireless communication system, the apparatus comprising:
circuitry configured to:

receive configuration information comprising retransmission number relevant information, wherein the retrans-
mission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal
transmission between user equipments performing device to device communication;
control, according to the received retransmission number relevant information, repeatedly transmitting a signal
to a counterpart user equipment;
receive indication information of transmission resources allocated to perform device to device communication
with the counterpart user equipment, the indication information of the transmission resources comprising a first
transmission resource indication indicating first transmission resource for first signal transmission; and
control, based on the indication information of the transmission resources, to transmit the signal to the counterpart
user equipment using corresponding transmission resources,
wherein the indication information of the transmission resources further indicates retransmission resources for
signal retransmission of the user equipment, and a frequency span between each of the retransmission resources
and a last transmission resource satisfies a predetermined condition.

9. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the configuration information further comprises configuration information
of a data signal resource pool for data signal transmission in device to device communication, and
the circuitry selects from the data signal resource pool data signal transmission resources for performing data signal
transmission with the counterpart user equipment, and further generates scheduling assignment information com-
prising information relevant to the data signal transmission resources to be transmitted to the counterpart user
equipment, and the information relevant to the data signal transmission resources comprises a first transmission
resource indication indicating first transmission resource for first transmission of a data signal.
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10. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the configuration information further comprises a retransmission fre-
quency hopping indication flag indicating whether to apply frequency hopping technology to signal retransmission,
the circuitry determines retransmission resources for signal retransmission based on the retransmission frequency
hopping indication flag and the first transmission resource indication, and generates scheduling assignment infor-
mation for the counterpart user equipment to be transmitted, the scheduling assignment information comprises at
least the first transmission resource indication for the counterpart user equipment to determine the first transmission
resource and the retransmission resources, and in a case that the retransmission frequency hopping indication flag
indicates that the frequency hopping technology is to be applied, frequencies of each of the retransmission resources
and a last transmission resource are at least different.

11. The apparatus according to claim 10, wherein the circuitry determines the retransmission resources based on
whether to apply the frequency hopping technology to retransmission, the first transmission resource indication and
a predetermined hopping function.

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the predetermined hopping function comprises a frequency hopping
parameter for determining a bandwidth spanned between each of the retransmission resources and a last trans-
mission resource, and
wherein the frequency hopping parameter is determined by the apparatus, and the scheduling assignment information
comprises the frequency hopping parameter for the counterpart user equipment to determine the retransmission
resources.

13. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the frequency span is maximized or is an integral multiple of the number
of subbands.

14. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the frequency span is greater than a predetermined threshold and less
than a smallest cell bandwidth.

15. A method in a wireless communication system, comprising:

receiving configuration information comprising retransmission number relevant information, wherein the retrans-
mission number relevant information indicates information relevant to the number of retransmissions of signal
transmission between user equipments performing device to device communication;
controlling, according to the received retransmission number relevant information, to repeatedly transmit a signal
to a counterpart user equipment or to receive all signals transmitted from a counterpart user equipment;
receiving indication information of transmission resources allocated to perform device to device communication
with the counterpart user equipment, the indication information of the transmission resources comprising a first
transmission resource indication indicating first transmission resource for first signal transmission; and
controlling, based on the indication information of the transmission resources, to transmit the signal to the
counterpart user equipment using corresponding transmission resources,
wherein the indication information of the transmission resources further indicates retransmission resources for
signal retransmission of the user equipment, and a frequency span between each of the retransmission resources
and a last transmission resource satisfies a predetermined condition.
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